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continuing to this day.

action lawsuit concerns a pervasive and continuing practice of secretly desecrating graves and

cemetery in order to make room for new graves. In sworn deposition testimony, current and former

employees of the cemetery have admitted this practice has occurred on a weekly basis, and is

NATURE OF ACTION

This lawsuit challenges the morally despicable, fraudulent, unlawful and unfair

Even more horrific, current and former groundskeepers at the cemetery have admitted

Defendants are the owners and operators of Eden Memorial Park Cemetery. This class

Defendants' pattern and practice of desecrating graves at Eden Memorial Park - and

1.

3.

2.

4.

California.

that breaking burial vaults will often cause human remains to spill out of the broken vaults. In such

situations, the groundskeepers were instructed by their supervisors to THROW AWAY the bones and

other remains in the Cemetery Dump located on the cemetery premises.' According to the evidence,

this has occurred on likely thousands of occasions. Moreover, in further violation of their legal

obligations and corporate policies, Defendants intentionally concealed and covered up these practices

from family members by literally burying the evidence of the damage to the protective burial vaults

(as well as the discarded human remains) underground and failing to notify family members or keep

written records of the locations of the damage and evidence. All of these actions were performed in

Plaintiffs, on behalf of themselves and a class of all others similarly situated, hereby allege as

follows:

routinely damaging and breaking protective burial vaults containing human remains buried at the

throwing away human remains. Specifically, for over the last 25 years, Defendants have been

business practices at Eden Memorial Park Cemetery, a Jewish cemetery located in Mission Hills,

the course and scope of employment, and with the knowledge of and ratification by Defendants,

including by certain ofDefendants' officers and directors.

hiding this practice from families - has been occurring for at least four primary reasons:

1 Defendants later redeveloped a portion of the Cemetery Dump into a new section of the cemetery called "Jacob". According
to the sworn testimony, individuals who own plots in Jacob have been or will be buried on top ofdiscarded human remains that
previously fell out ofbroken burial vaults.
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1 (a) The graves at Eden Memorial Park are so close together that groundskeepers

2 cannot safely dig a new grave without the backhoe (the tractor that digs the grave) routinely hitting

3 and disturbing/damaging the protective burial vaults in the surrounding graves. Among the reasons

4 this situation exists is because, in an effort to maximize their profits and "squeeze in" as many graves

5 as possible, Defendants plotted the cemetery so there would only be 1.5 inches to 3 inches of space

6 between graves assuming perfect placement of the graves and burial vaults. Simply put, the more

7 plots Defendants "squeeze" into the cemetery, the more money Defendants make.

8 (b) The cemetery has been historically imprecise in placing protective burial vaults

9 in their designated location. As such, protective burial vaults routinely encroach into new grave sites

10 and are intentionally and negligently broken to make room for the new graves.

11 (c) The cemetery has used one type of protective burial vault - known as a

12 sectional box - that is highly unstable and will easily collapse when hit by the backhoe or simply

13 when the dirt from the adjacent grave is removed.

14 (d) Defendants' legal obligations and policies require Defendants to immediately

15 stop digging a new grave if there is a protective burial vault from an adjacent grave encroaching in the

16 new space. Defendants cannot move the encroaching protective vault without the express

17 authorization of the decedent's family. Moreover, in the event Defendants damage or disturb a

18 protective vault, they are required to immediately stop digging the new grave and notify the family of

19 the disturbed vault so the family can observe the damage and determine the appropriate remedies.

20 However, Eden Memorial Park is a Jewish cemetery and Jewish tradition typically requires burial

21 within 24 hours after death. Thus, in order to comply with their legal obligations and policies,

22 Defendants would need to change the location of the new burial. This would, in turn, require

23 Defendants to lose potentially tens of thousands of dollars in revenue (from being unable to use the

24 old location) while at the same time require Defendants to provide a refund to the (understandably

25 irate) family of the new burial. Defendants instead have violated, and continue to violate, their legal

26 obligations and policies by proceeding with the new burial in the existing location, even if it requires

27 Defendants to intentionally damage and/or break the encroaching protective vault and conceal the

28 damage from families.
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1 5. According to the sworn testimony of SCI's own employees, as result of the situation

2 described above, every person buried at Eden Memorial Park is currently at risk of having his or her

3 grave disturbed and protective vault damaged when the groundskeepers dig a new grave or disinter a

4 surrounding grave. This is especially true in the older sections of the cemetery where there is a high

5 concentration ofgraves and frequent incidents of broken and/or damaged protective vaults.

6 6. Defendants have been aware of these problems for decades. Most recently, in or about

7 October 2007, groundskeepers came forward and disclosed these practices to SCI management outside

8 of Eden Memorial Park, including officers and executives at SCI. However, rather than remedy this

9 unacceptable situation and "come clean" with their customers, Defendants have intentionally

10 misrepresented and concealed these problems from family members and prospective purchasers.

11 Defendants further instructed the groundskeepers and their supervisors not to tell anyone outside of

12 the cemetery about these problems, and threatened retaliation if they did so. In addition, Defendants

13 intentionally destroyed evidence of their wrongful conduct, including, but not limited to, instructing

14 groundskeepers to remove broken pieces of vaults from the Cemetery Dump after the filing of this

15 lawsuit and "losing" files and paperwork relating to desecrated graves. At all relevant times, the

16 officers and executives at SCI's headquarters in Houston, Texas made all management, operation,

17 employment and policy decisions at Eden Memorial Park - including managing the campaign to cover

18 up and misrepresent what is going on at the cemetery.

because it is material information.

been disclosed to all past and prospective purchasers of property, funeral services and burial services

to all prospective purchasers, but Defendants have been concealing these problems from family

members for decades. Defendants did so in order to avoid legal liability and because Defendants

knew that no one would bury their loved one at a cemetery that engages in these practices.

Defendants' management has subsequently admitted that these problems at the cemetery should have
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7. Defendants' management has admitted that these problems should have been disclosed
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40,000 people currently buried at Eden Memorial Park.) These individuals are relying on this class

Health & Safety Code Section 7100. Sands also purchased funerallburial services and property from

the groundskeepers in the Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants have intentionally and negligently

have agreed to serve as class representatives in this lawsuit in order to represent the much larger class

of family members and customers affected by these wrongful practices (there are approximately

PARTIES

THE NAMED REPRESENTATIVE PLAINTIFFS

Plaintiffs' counsel, Eagan O'Malley & Avenatti, LLP ("EOA"), has been retained by8.

action to prosecute their claims against Defendants. The following named plaintiffs are a

representative sample of the individuals who will more than adequately represent the Class. EOA is

prepared to add or substitute additioual class representatives if ever deemed necessary by the Court.

9. PlaintiffF. Charles Sands ("Sands") is a citizen of the state of California, and resident

of Los Angeles County. Sands' father, Morton Schwartz, was buried at Eden Memorial Park in or

about September 1993 in the Jeremiah section of the cemetery. Sands' mother, Rae Schwartz, was

buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about November 2007 in the Jeremiah section of the cemetery

next to her husband. Sands is the authorized representative of his parents pursuant to Califomia

Defendants in November 2007 in connection with his mother's burial. Defendants represented and

promised they would treat Sands' parents with dignity, respect and the utmost care. However,

Defendants did not disclose and concealed a number of contrary material facts, including but not

over 930 individuals who have family members buried at Eden Memorial Park and/or who have

purchased property, funeral services and/or burial services from Defendants. All of these individuals

limited to the facts that: (a) there was a substantial risk that Defendants would disturb, damage and/or

break the parents' protective vaults when digging adjacent graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking

damaged and/or broken protective vaults and thrown away bones and other remains in the past. Sands

and his parents would never have purchased property, funeral services and burial services from

Defendants had this information been disclosed. Sands further does not want his parents to remain

protective vaults can cause the deceased's remains to fallout of the broken protective vaults; (c) in

such situations, there is a substantial risk that the bones and other human remains will be discarded by
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1 buried at Eden Memorial Park, uuless appropriate measures are taken to prevent the cemetery from

2 breaking and/or damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in the future. According to the

3 sworn testimony, Sand's parents are buried in a section of the cemetery where there have been a

4 significant number ofbroken and damaged protective vaults during the last 25 years.

5 10. Plaintiff Florence Harris ("Harris") is a citizen of the state of California, and resident of

6 Los Angeles County. Harris' parents were buried at Eden Memorial Park. Harris is the authorized

7 representative for the family pursuant to California Health & Safety Code Section 7100. Defendants

8 represented and promised they would treat Harris' parents with dignity, respect and the utmost care.

9 However, Defendants did not disclose and concealed a number of contrary material facts, including

10 but not limited to the facts that: (a) there was a substantial risk that Defendants would disturb, damage

11 and/or break the parents' protective vaults when digging adjacent graves; (b) damaging and/or

12 breaking protective vaults can cause the deceased's remains to fallout of the broken protective vaults;

13 (c) in such situations, there is a substantial risk that the bones and other human remains will be

14 discarded by the groundskeepers in the Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants have intentionally and

15 negligently damaged and/or broken protective vaults and thrown away bones and other remains in the

16 past. Harris and her family would never have purchased property, funeral services or burial services

17 from Defendants had this information been disclosed. Harris further does not want her family to

18 remain buried at Eden Memorial Park, uuless appropriate measures are taken to prevent the cemetery

19 from breaking and/or damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in the future. According

20 to the sworn testimony, Harris' family is buried in a section of the cemetery where there were a

21 significant number of broken and damaged protective vaults during the last 25 years, including, but

22 not limited to, one incident where Defendants admitted to inspectors from the State of California that

23 groundskeepers threw away a human skull from a broken protective vault in "the Harris grave."

24 11. Plaintiff Habib Naeim also known as Harry Naeim is a citizen of the state of California,

25 and resident of Los Angeles County. Naeim's sister, Parvaneh Naimollah was buried at Eden

26 Memorial Park in or about 1998 in the Masada section of the cemetery. Naeim is the authorized

27 representative of his sister pursuant to California Health & Safety Code Section 7100. Naeim also

28 purchased funeral services and property from Defendants in connection with his sister's burial.
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information to Naeim, nor any ofhis sister's family members to this day.

did, in fact, "mutilate" Naeim's sister's grave. Defendants, however, have never disclosed this

Defendants represented and promised they would treat Naeim's sister with dignity, respect and the

utmost care. However, Defendants did not disclose and concealed a number of contrary material facts,

Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are taken to prevent the cemetery from breaking and/or

damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in the future. On information and belief,

Defendants admitted to inspectors from the State of California in or around 2008 that Defendants

broke Naeim's sister's protective vault when digging an adjacent grave. On information and belief,

the inspectors from the State of California concluded during an investigation in 2008 that Defendants

Plaintiff Robert Scott ("Scott") is a citizen of the state of California, and resident of Los12.

including but not limited to the facts that: (a) there was a substantial risk that Defendants would

disturb, damage and/or break the sister's protective vault when digging adjacent graves; (b) damaging

and/or breaking protective vaults can cause the deceased's remains to fall out of the broken protective

vaults; (c) in such situations, there is a substantial risk that the bones and other human remains will be

discarded by the groundskeepers in the Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants have intentionally and

negligently damaged and/or broken protective vaults and thrown away bones and other remains in the

past. Naeim and his family would never have purchased property or funeral services from Defendants

had this information been disclosed. Naeim further does not want his sister to remain buried at Eden
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19 Angeles County. Scott's parents were buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about 1989 and 2008.

20 Scott is the authorized representative for his parents pursuant to California Health & Safety Code

21 Section 7100. Defendants represented and promised they would treat Scott's parents with dignity,

22 respect and the utmost care. However, Defendants did not disclose and concealed a number of

23 contrary material facts, including but not limited to the facts that: (a) there was a substantial risk that

24 Defendants would disturb, damage and/or break the parents' protective vaults when digging adjacent

25 graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking protective vaults can cause the deceased's remains to fall out of

26 the broken protective vaults; (c) in such situations, there is a substantial risk that the bones and other

27 human remains will be discarded by the groundskeepers in the Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants

28 have intentionally and negligently damaged and/or broken protective vaults and thrown away bones
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and other remains in the past. Scott and his family would never have purchased property, funeral

services or burial services from Defendants had this information been disclosed. Scott further does

not want his parents to remain buried at Eden Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are taken to

prevent the cemetery from breaking and/or damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in

the future. According to the sworn testimony, Scott's parents are buried in a section of the cemetery

where there have been a significant number of broken and damaged protective vaults during the last

1
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25 years.

13. Plaintiff Steven Fruitman ("Fruitman") is a citizen of the state of California, and

9 resident ofNevada County. Fruitman's parents were buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about 1985

10 and 2008 in the Masada section of the cemetery. Fruitman is the authorized representative for his

11 parents pursuant to California Health & Safety Code Section 7100. Defendants represented and

12 promised they would treat Fruitman's parents with dignity, respect and the utmost care. However,

13 Defendants did not disclose and concealed a number of contrary material facts, including but not

14 limited to the facts that: (a) there was a substantial risk that Defendants would disturb, damage and/or

15 break the parents' protective vaults when digging adjacent graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking

16 protective vaults can cause the deceased's remains to fallout of the broken protective vaults; (c) in

17 such situations, there is a substantial risk that the bones and other human remains will be discarded by

18 the groundskeepers in the Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants have intentionally and negligently

19 damaged and/or broken protective vaults and thrown away bones and other remains in the past.

20 Fruitman and his family would never have purchased property, funeral services or burial services from

21 Defendants had this information been disclosed. Fruitman further does not want his parents to remain

22 buried at Eden Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are taken to prevent the cemetery from

23 breaking and/or damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in the future. According to the

24 sworn testimony, Fruitman's parents are buried in a section of the cemetery where there have been a

25 significant number ofbroken and damaged protective vaults during the last 25 years.

26 14. Plaintiff Lewis Krieger ("Krieger") is a citizen of the state of California, and resident of

27 San Bernardino County. Krieger's parents were buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about 1973 and

28 1980 in the Mt. Eilat section of the cemetery. Krieger is the authorized representative for the family
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1 pursuant to California Health & Safety Code Section 7100. Defendants represented and promised

2 they would treat Krieger's parents with dignity, respect and the utmost care. However, Defendants did

3 not disclose and concealed a number of contrary material facts, including but not limited to the facts

4 that: (a) there was a substantial risk that Defendants would disturb, damage and/or break the parents'

5 protective vaults when digging adjacent graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking protective vaults can

6 cause the deceased's remains to fallout of the broken protective vaults; (c) in such situations, there is

7 a substantial risk that the bones and other human remains will be discarded by the groundskeepers in

8 the Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants have intentionally and negligently damaged and/or broken

9 protective vaults and thrown away bones and other remains in the past. Krieger and his family would

10 never have purchased property, funeral services or burial services from Defendants had this

11 information been disclosed. Krieger further does not want his parents to remain buried at Eden

12 Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are taken to prevent the cemetery from breaking and/or

13 damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in the future. According to the sworn testimony,

14 Kreiger's parents are buried in a section of the cemetery where there have been a significant number

15 of broken and damaged protective vaults during the last 25 years.

16 15. Plaintiff Howard Laibson ("Laibson") is a citizen of the state ofCalifornia, and resident

17 of Orange County. Laibson's parents were buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about 1988 and 2001

18 in the Mt. Hagiborim section of the cemetery. Laibson is the authorized representative for the family

19 pursuant to California Health & Safety Code Section 7100. Defendants represented and promised

20 they would treat Laibson's parents with dignity, respect and the utmost care. However, Defendants

21 did not disclose and concealed a number of contrary material facts, including but not limited to the

22 facts that: (a) there was a substantial risk that Defendants would disturb, damage and/or break the

23 parents' protective vaults when digging adjacent graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking protective

24 vaults can cause the deceased's remains to fallout of the broken protective vaults; (c) in such

25 situations, there is a substantial risk that the bones and other human remains will be discarded by the

26 groundskeepers in the Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants have intentionally and negligently

27 damaged and/or broken protective vaults and thrown away bones and other remains in the past.

28 Laibson and his family would never have purchased property, funeral services or burial services from
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1 Defendants had this information been disclosed. Laibson further does not want his parents to remain .

2 buried at Eden Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are taken to prevent the cemetery from

3 breaking and/or damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in the future. According to the

4 sworn testimony, Laibson's parents are buried in a section of the cemetery where there were a

5 significant number of broken and damaged protective vaults during the last 25 years.

California Health & Safety Code Section 7100. Defendants represented and promised they would

Jerusalem section of the cemetery. Mintz is the authorized representative for the family pursuant to

and damaged protective vaults during the last 25 years.

Orange County. Mintz' brother was buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about 1988 in the Mt.

Plaintiff Jeanne Mintz ("Mintz") is a citizen of the state of California, and resident of

Plaintiff Gordon Mintz ("Mintz") is a citizen of the state of California, and resident of

16.

17.

protective vaults and thrown away bones and other remains in the past. Mintz and her family would

never have purchased property, funeral services or burial services from Defendants had this

information been disclosed. Mintz further does not want her brother to remain buried at Eden

substantial risk that the bones and other human remains will be discarded by the groundskeepers in the

Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants have intentionally and negligently damaged and/or broken

treat Mintz' brother with dignity, respect and the utmost care. However, Defendants did not disclose

and concealed a number of contrary material facts, including but not limited to the facts that: (a) there

was a substantial risk that Defendants would disturb, damage and/or break the brother's protective

vault when digging adjacent graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking protective vaults can cause the

deceased's remains to fallout of the broken protective vaults; (c) in such situations, there is a

Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are taken to prevent the cemetery from breaking and/or

damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in the future. According to the sworn testimony,

Mintz' brother is buried in a section of the cemetery where there were a significant number of broken
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25 Orange County. Mintz' parents were buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about 1965 and 1985 in the

26 Mt, Nebo section of the cemetery. Mintz is the authorized representative for the family pursuant to

27 California Health & Safety Code Section 7100. Defendants represented and promised they would

28 treat Mintz' parents with dignity, respect and the utmost care. However, Defendants did not disclose
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1 and concealed a number of contrary material facts, including but not limited to the facts that: (a) there

2 was a substantial risk that Defendants would disturb, damage and/or break the parents' protective

3 vaults when digging adjacent graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking protective vaults can cause the

4 deceased's remains to fallout of the broken protective vaults; (c) in such situations, there is a

5 substantial risk that the bones and other human remains will be discarded by the groundskeepers in the

6 Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants have intentionally and negligently damaged and/or broken

7 protective vaults and thrown away bones and other remains in the past. Mintz and his family would

8 never have purchased property, funeral services or burial services from Defendants had this

9 information been disclosed. Mintz further does not want his parents to remain buried at Eden

10 Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are taken to prevent the cemetery from breaking and/or

11 damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in the future. According to the sworn testimony,

12 Mintz' parents are buried in a section of the cemetery where there were a significant number ofbroken

13 and damaged protective vaults during the last 25 years.

contrary material facts, including but not limited to the facts that: (a) there was a substantial risk that

human remains will be discarded by the groundskeepers in the Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants

Los Angeles County. Binder's parents were buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about 1988 and 1989

in the Mt. of Olives section of the cemetery. Binder also purchased pre-need plots and services for his

own benefit from Defendants in or about 2009 in the Jacob III section of the cemetery. Binder is the

Plaintiff Warren Binder ("Binder") is a citizen of the state of California, and resident of18.

authorized representative for the family pursuant to California Health & Safety Code Section 7100.

Defendants represented and promised they would treat Binder's parents and Binder with dignity,

respect and the utmost care. However, Defendants did not disclose and concealed a number of

have intentionally and negligently damaged and/or broken protective vaults and thrown away bones

and other remains in the past. Binder and his family would never have purchased property, funeral

services or burial services from Defendants had this information been disclosed. Binder further does

Defendants would disturb, damage and/or break the parents' protective vaults when digging adjacent

graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking protective vaults can cause the deceased's remains to fallout of

the broken protective vaults; (c) in such situations, there is a substantial risk that the bones and other
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1 not want his parents to remain buried at Eden Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are taken to

2 prevent the cemetery from breaking and/or damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in

3 the future. According to the sworn testimony, Binder's parents are buried in a section of the cemetery

4 where there were a significant number of broken and damaged protective vaults during the last 25

5 years.

6 19. Plaintiff Diane Hubert ("Hubert") is a citizen of the state of California, and resident of

7 Los Angeles County. Hubert's mother was buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about 1994 in the Mt.

8 of Olives section of the cemetery. Additionally, Hubert's husband was buried at Eden Memorial Park

9 in or about 2000 in the Mt. Ephraim section of the cemetery. Hubert also purchased pre-need plots

10 and services for her own benefit from Defendants in or about 1998 in the Mt. Ephraim section of the

11 cemetery. Hubert is the authorized representative for the family pursuant to California Health &

12 Safety Code Section 7100. Defendants represented and promised they would treat Hubert's family

13 and Hubert with dignity, respect and the utmost care. However, Defendants did not disclose and

14 concealed a number ofcontrary material facts, including but not limited to the facts that: (a) there was

15 a substantial risk that Defendants would disturb, damage and/or break their protective vaults when

16 digging adjacent graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking protective vaults can cause the deceased's

17 remains to fallout of the broken protective vaults; (c) in such situations, there is a substantial risk that

18 the bones and other human remains will be discarded by the groundskeepers in the Cemetery Dump;

19 and (d) Defendants have intentionally and negligently damaged and/or broken protective vaults and

20 thrown away bones and other remains in the past. Hubert and her family would never have purchased

21 property, funeral services or burial services from Defendants had this information been disclosed.

22 Hubert further does not want her family to remain buried at Eden Memorial Park, unless appropriate

23 measures are taken to prevent the cemetery from breaking and/or damaging protective vaults and

24 throwing away bones in the future. According to the sworn testimony, Hubert's mother is buried in a

25 section of the cemetery where there were a significant number of broken and damaged protective

26 vaults during the last 25 years.

27 20. Plaintiff Ronald Cheifer ("Cheifer") is a citizen of the state of Califomia, and resident

28 of Los Angeles County. Cheifer's father and brothers were buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about
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the last 25 years.

1976,1981 and 2000 in the Mt. Tabor section of the cemetery. Cheifer also purchased pre-need plots

and services for his own benefit from Defendants in the Mt Tabor section of the cemetery. Cheifer is

not want his family to remain buried at Eden Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are taken to

prevent the cemetery from breaking and/or damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in

the future. According to the sworn testimony, Cheifer's father and brothers are buried in a section of

the cemetery where there were a significant number of broken and damaged protective vaults during

the authorized representative for the family pursuant to California Health & Safety Code Section

7100. Defendants represented and promised they would treat Cheifer's family and Cheifer with

dignity, respect and the utmost care. However, Defendants did not disclose and concealed a number

of contrary material facts, including but not limited to the facts that: (a) there was a substantial risk

that Defendants would disturb, damage and/or break their protective vaults when digging adjacent

Plaintiff David Lambert ("Lambert") is a citizen of the state of Oregon, and resident of21.

graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking protective vaults can cause the deceased's remains to fall out of

the broken protective vaults; (c) in such situations, there is a substantial risk that the bones and other

human remains will be discarded by the groundskeepers in the Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants

have intentionally and negligently damaged and/or broken protective vaults and thrown away bones

and other remains in the past. Cheifer and his family would never have purchased property, funeral

services or burial services from Defendants had this information been disclosed. Cheifer further does
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20 Portland. Lambert's parents were buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about 1996 and 2001 in the Mt.

21 Zion section of the cemetery. Lambert is the authorized representative for the family pursuant to

22 California Health & Safety Code Section 7100. Defendants represented and promised they would

23 treat Lambert's parents with dignity, respect and the utmost care. However, Defendants did not

24 disclose and concealed a number of contrary material facts, including but not limited to the facts that:

25 (a) there was a substantial risk that Defendants would disturb, damage and/or break the parents'

26 protective vaults when digging adjacent graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking protective vaults can

27 cause the deceased's remains to fallout of the broken protective vaults; (c) in such situations, there is

28 a substantial risk that the bones and other human remains will be discarded by the groundskeepers in
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I the Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants have intentionally and negligently damaged and/or broken

2 protective vaults and thrown away bones and other remains in the past. Lambert and his family would

3 never have purchased property, funeral services or burial services from Defendants had this

4 information been disclosed. Lambert further does not want his parents to remain buried at Eden

5 Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are taken to prevent the cemetery from breaking and/or

6 damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in the future. According to the sworn testimony,

7 Lambert's parents are buried in a section of the cemetery where there were a significant number of

8 broken and damaged protective vaults during the last 25 years.

damaged protective vaults during the last 25 years.

Los Angeles County. Weiss' father was buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about 2000 in the Eternal

Gardens section of the cemetery. Weiss is the authorized representative for the family pursuant to

Park, unless appropriate measures are taken to prevent the cemetery from breaking and/or damaging

protective vaults and throwing away bones in the future. According to the sworn testimony, Weiss's

father is buried in a section of the cemetery where there were a significant number of broken and

California Health & Safety Code Section 7100. Defendants represented and promised they would

treat Weiss' father with dignity, respect and the utmost care. However, Defendants did not disclose

and concealed a number of contrary material facts, including but not limited to the facts that: (a) there

was a substantial risk that Defendants would disturb, damage and/or break the father's protective

Plaintiff Martin Weiss ("Weiss") is a citizen of the state of California, and resident of

Plaintiff Linda Pore ("Pore") is a citizen of the state of California, and resident of Los

22.

23.

vaults when digging adjacent graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking protective vaults can cause the

deceased's remains to fallout of the broken protective vaults; (c) in such situations, there is a

substantial risk that the bones and other human remains will be discarded by the groundskeepers in the

Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants have intentionally and negligently damaged and/or broken

protective vaults and thrown away bones and other remains in the past. Weiss and his family would

never have purchased property, funeral services or burial services from Defendants had this

information been disclosed. Weiss further does not want his father to remain buried at Eden Memorial

9

10

11

12

13

14

IS

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28 Angeles County. Pore's parents were buried at Eden Memorial Park in the Family Estates section of
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cemetery where there were a significant number of broken and damaged protective vaults during the

bones in the future. According to the sworn testimony, Pore's parents are buried in a section of the

does not want her parents to remain buried at Eden Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are

taken to prevent the cemetery from breaking and/or damaging protective vaults and throwing away

the cemetery. Pore is the authorized representative for the family pursuant to California Health &

Safety Code Section 7100. Defendants represented and prornised they would treat Pore's parents with

dignity, respect and the utmost care. However, Defendants did not disclose and concealed a number

of contrary material facts, including but not limited to the facts that: (a) there was a substantial risk

that Defendants would disturb, damage and/or break the parents' protective vaults when digging

Plaintiff Donald Cole ("Cole") is a citizen of the state of Nevada, and resident of Las24.

last 25 years.

adjacent graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking protective vaults can cause the deceased's remains to

fallout of the broken protective vaults; (c) in such situations, there is a substantial risk that the bones

and other human remains will be discarded by the groundskeepers in the Cemetery Dump; and (d)

Defendants have intentionally and negligently damaged and/or broken protective vaults and thrown

away bones and other remains in the past. Pore and her family would never have purchased property,

funeral services or burial services from Defendants had this information been disclosed. Pore further

1
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8
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15

16

17

18 Vegas. Cole's parents were buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about 1995 and 1998. Cole also

19 purchased pre-need plots and services for his own benefit from Defendants in or about 2007 in the

20 Gardens of Eden section of the cemetery. Cole is the authorized representative for the family pursuant

21 to California Health & Safety Code Section 7100. Defendants represented and promised they would

22 treat Cole's parents and Cole with dignity, respect and the utmost care. However, Defendants did not

23 disclose and concealed a number of contrary material facts, including but not limited to the facts that:

24 (a) there was a substantial risk that Defendants would disturb, damage and/or break the parents'

25 protective vaults when digging adjacent graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking protective vaults can

26 cause the deceased's remains to fallout of the broken protective vaults; (c) in such situations, there is

27 a substantial risk that the bones and other human remains will be discarded by the groundskeepers in

28 the Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants have intentionally and negligently damaged and/or broken
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1 protective vaults and thrown away bones and other remains in the past. Cole and his family would

2 never have purchased property, funeral services or burial services from Defendants had this

3 information been disclosed. Cole further does not want his parents to remain buried at Eden Memorial

4 Park, unless appropriate measures are taken to prevent the cemetery from breaking and/or damaging

5 protective vaults and throwing away bones in the future. According to the sworn testimony, Cole's

6 mother is buried in a section of the cemetery where there were a significant number of broken and

7 damaged protective vaults during the last 25 years.

damaged protective vaults during the last 25 years.

not want his parents to remain buried at Eden Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are taken to

prevent the cemetery from breaking and/or damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in

the future, as well a re-sanctifying the cemetery. According to the sworn testimony, Elkin's parents

are buried in a section of the cemetery where there were a significant number of broken and/or

Angeles County. Elkin's parents were buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about 1996 and 2000.

Elkin is the authorized representative for the family pursuant to California Health & Safety Code

Section 7100. Defendants represented and promised they would treat Elkin's parents with dignity,

respect and the utmost care. However, Defendants did not disclose and concealed a number of

contrary material facts, including but not limited to the facts that: (a) there was a substantial risk that

Defendants would disturb, damage and/or break the parents' protective vaults when digging adjacent

graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking protective vaults can cause the deceased's remains to fallout of

the broken protective vaults; (c) in such situations, there is a substantial risk that the bones and other

human remains will be discarded by the groundskeepers in the Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants

have intentionally and negligently damaged and/or broken protective vaults and thrown away bones

and other remains in the past. Elkin and his family would never have purchased property, funeral

services or burial services from Defendants had this information been disclosed. Elkin further does

Plaintiff Jason Elkin ("Elkin") is a citizen of the state of California, and resident of Los

Plaintiff Carole Berger ("Berger") is a citizen of the state of California, and resident of

25.

26.

8
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17
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21

22

23

24

25

26

27 San Diego County. Berger's parents were buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about 1993 and 2006 in

28 the Ct. of Prophets section of the cemetery. Berger is the authorized representative for the family
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1 pursuant to California Health & Safety Code Section 7100. Defendants represented and promised

2 they would treat Berger's parents with dignity, respect and the utmost care. However, Defendants did

3 not disclose and concealed a number of contrary material facts, including but not limited to the facts

4 that: (a) there was a substantial risk that Defendants would disturb, damage and/or break the parents'

5 protective vaults when digging adjacent graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking protective vaults can

6 cause the deceased's remains to fallout of the broken protective vaults; (c) in such situations, there is

7 a substantial risk that the bones and other human remains will be discarded by the groundskeepers in

8 the Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants have intentionally and negligently damaged and/or broken

9 protective vaults and thrown away bones and other remains in the past. Berger and her family would

10 never have purchased property, funeral services or burial services from Defendants had this

11 information been disclosed. Berger further does not want her parents to remain buried at Eden

12 Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are taken to prevent the cemetery from breaking and/or

13 damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in the future. According to the sworn testimony,

14 Berger's parents are buried in a section of the cemetery where there were a significant number of

15 broken and/or damaged protective vaults during the last 25 years.

16 27. Plaintiff Marilyn Hubbard ("Hubbard") is a citizen of the state of California, and

17 resident of Los Angeles County. Hubbard's daughter was buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about

18 1964 in the Akiba section of the cemetery. Additionally, Hubbard's mother was buried at Eden

19 Memorial Park in or about 1976. Hubbard is the authorized representative for the family pursuant to

20 California Health & Safety Code Section 7100. Defendants represented and promised they would

21 treat Hubbard's family with dignity, respect and the utmost care. However, Defendants did not

22 disclose and concealed a number of contrary material facts, including but not limited to the facts that:

23 (a) there was a substantial risk that Defendants would disturb, damage and/or break their protective

24 vaults when digging adjacent graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking protective vaults can cause the

25 deceased's remains to fallout of the broken protective vaults; (c) in such situations, there is a

26 substantial risk that the bones and other human remains will be discarded by the groundskeepers in the

27 Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants have intentionally and negligently damaged and/or broken

28 protective vaults and thrown away bones and other remains in the past. Hubbard and her family
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1 would never have purchased property, funeral services or burial services from Defendants had this

2 information been disclosed. Hubbard further does not want her family to remain buried at Eden

3 Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are taken to prevent the cemetery from breaking and/or

4 damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in the future. According to the sworn testimony,

5 Hubbard's family is buried in sections of the cemetery where there were a significant number of

6 broken and damaged protective vaults during the last 25 years.

not disclose and concealed a number of contrary material facts, including but not limited to the facts

cause the deceased's remains to fall out of the broken protective vaults; (c) in such situations, there is

Pashaie's mother is buried in a section of the cemetery where there were a significant number of

broken and damaged protective vaults during the last 25 years.

Plaintiff William Pashaie ("Pashaie") is a citizen of the state of California, and resident

Plaintiff Dorothy M. Friedman ("Friedman") is a citizen of the state of California, and

28.

29.

a substantial risk that the bones and other human remains will be discarded by the groundskeepers in

the Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants have intentionally and negligently damaged and/or broken

that: (a) there was a substantial risk that Defendants would disturb, damage and/or break their

protective vaults when digging adjacent graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking protective vaults can

of Los Angeles County. Pashaie's mother was buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about 1997 in the

Ct. of Abraham section of the cemetery. Pashaie is the authorized representative for the family

pursuant to California Health & Safety Code Section 7100. Defendants represented and promised

they would treat Pashaie's mother with dignity, respect and the utmost care. However, Defendants did

protective vaults and thrown away bones and other remains in the past. Pashaie and his family would

never have purchased property, funeral services or burial services from Defendants had this

information been disclosed. Pashaie further does not want his mother to remain buried at Eden

Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are taken to prevent the cemetery from breaking and/or

damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in the future. According to the sworntestimony,

resident of Los Angeles County. Friedman's husband was buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about

1983 in the Ct. of David section of the cemetery. Friedman also purchased a pre-need plot and

services for her own benefit from Defendants in or about 2009 in the Garden of Jacob section of the

7
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28
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1 cemetery. Friedman is the authorized representative for the family pursuant to California Health &

2 Safety Code Section 7100. Defendants represented and promised they would treat Friedman's

disclose and concealed a number of contrary material facts, including but not limited to the facts that:

husband and Friedman with dignity, respect and the utmost care. However, Defendants did not

broken and damaged protective vaults during the last 25 years.

protective vaults and thrown away bones and other remains in the past. Friedman and her family

would never have purchased property, funeral services or burial services from Defendants had this

information been disclosed. Freidman further does not want her husband to remain buried at Eden

Plaintiff Janice Rogoway ("Rogoway") is a citizen of the state of California, and30.

(a) there was a substantial risk that Defendants would disturb, damage and/or break her husband's

protective vault when digging adjacent graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking protective vaults can

cause the deceased's remains to fall out of the broken protective vaults; (c) in such situations, there is

a substantial risk that the bones and other human remains will be discarded by the groundskeepers in

the Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants have intentionally and negligently damaged and/or broken

Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are taken to prevent the cemetery from breaking and/or

damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in the future. According to the sworn testimony,

Friedman's husband is buried in a section of the cemetery where there were a significant number of

3
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18 resident of Santa Clara County. Rogoway's mother was buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about

19 1989 in the Ct. of Eternal Light section of the cemetery. Additionally, Rogoway's father was buried at

20 Eden Memorial Park in or about 1968 in the Mt. Nebo section of the cemetery. Rogoway also

21 purchased pre-need plots and services for her own benefit from Defendants in or about 1994 in the Mt,

22 Jerusalem section of the cemetery. Rogoway is the authorized representative for the family pursuant

23 to California Health & Safety Code Section 7100. Defendants represented and promised they would

24 treat Rogoway's family and Rogoway with dignity, respect and the utmost care. However,

25 Defendants did not disclose and concealed a number of contrary material facts, including but not

26 limited to the facts that: (a) there was a substantial risk that Defendants would disturb, damage and/or

27 break their protective vaults when digging adjacent graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking protective

28 vaults can cause the deceased's remains to fall out of the broken protective vaults; (c) in such
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1 situations, there is a substantial risk that the bones and other human remains will be discarded by the

2 groundskeepers in the Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants have intentionally and negligently

3 damaged and/or broken protective vaults and thrown away bones and other remains in the past.

4 Rogoway and her family would never have purchased property, funeral services or burial services

5 from Defendants had this information been disclosed. Rogoway further does not want her family to

6 remain buried at Eden Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are taken to prevent the cemetery

7 from breaking and/or damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in the future. According

8 to the sworn testimony, Rogoway's family is buried in sections of the cemetery where there were a

9 significant number ofbroken and damaged protective vaults during the last 25 years.

10 31. Plaintiff Barbara Marshall ("Marshall") is a citizen of the state of California, and

11 resident of San Diego County. Marshall's parents were buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about

12 1993 and 2006 in the Ct. of Prophets section of the cemetery. Marshall is the authorized

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

representative for the family pursuant to California Health & Safety Code Section 7100. Defendants

represented and prornised they would treat Marshall's parents with dignity, respect and the utmost

care. However, Defendants did not disclose and concealed a number of contrary material facts,

including but not limited to the facts that: (a) there was a substantial risk that Defendants would

disturb, damage and/or break the parent's protective vaults when digging adjacent graves; (b)

damaging and/or breaking protective vaults can cause the deceased's remains to fallout of the broken

protective vaults; (c) in such situations, there is a substantial risk that the bones and other human

remains will be discarded by the groundskeepers in the Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants have

intentionally and negligently damaged and/or broken protective vaults and thrown away bones and

other remains in the past. Marshall and her family would never have purchased property, funeral

services or burial services from Defendants had this information been disclosed. Marshall further

does not want her family to remain buried at Eden Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are

taken to prevent the cemetery from breaking and/or damaging protective vaults and throwing away

bones in the future. According to the sworn testimony, Marshall's parents are buried in a section of

the cemetery where there were a significant number of broken and damaged protective vaults during

the last 25 years.
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1 32. Plaintiff Ivy Greenstein ("Greenstein") is a citizen of the state of California, and

2 resident of Los Angeles County. Greenstein's mother was buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about

3 1992 in the Garden of Hebron section of the cemetery. Additionally, Greenstein's father and

services for his own benefit from Defendants in or about 2005 in the Garden of Jacob section of the

Angeles County. Frank's father was buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about 2005 in the Garden of

1982 and 2004 in the Mt. Shalom section of the cemetery. Frank also purchased pre-need plots and

Jacob section of the cemetery. Frank's grandparents were buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about

Plaintiff Sean Frank ("Frank") is a citizen of the state of California, and resident of Los33.

family pursuant to California Health & Safety Code Section 7100. Defendants represented and

promised they would treat Greenstein's family and Greenstein with dignity, respect and the utmost

care. However, Defendants did not disclose and concealed a number of contrary material facts,

including but not limited to the facts that: (a) there was a substantial risk that Defendants would

disturb, damage and/or break their protective vaults when digging adjacent graves; (b) damaging

grandmother were buried at Eden Memorial Park in the Garden of Hebron section of the cemetery.

Greenstein also purchased pre-need plots and services for her own benefit from Defendants in or about

2006 in the Mt. Olives section of the cemetery. Greenstein is the authorized representative for the

and/or breaking protective vaults can cause the deceased's remains to fallout of the broken protective

vaults; (c) in such situations, there is a substantial risk that the bones and other human remains will be

family to remain buried at Eden Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are taken to prevent the

cemetery from breaking and/or damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in the future.

According to the sworn testimony, Greenstein's family is buried in sections of the cemetery where

there were a significant number ofbroken and damaged protective vaults during the last 25 years.

discarded by the groundskeepers in the Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants have intentionally and

negligently damaged and/or broken protective vaults and thrown away bones and other remains in the

past. Greenstein and her family would never have purchased property, funeral services or burial

services from Defendants had this information been disclosed. Greenstein further does not want her

cemetery. Frank is the authorized representative for the family pursuant to California Health & Safety

Code Section 7100. Defendants represented and promised they would treat Frank's family and Frank
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1 with dignity, respect and the utmost care. However, Defendants did not disclose and concealed a

2 number of contrary material facts, including but not limited to the facts that: (a) there was a substantial

3 risk that Defendants would disturb, damage and/or break their protective vaults when digging adjacent

4 graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking protective vaults can cause the deceased's remains to fallout of

5 the broken protective vaults; (c) in such situations, there is a substantial risk that the bones and other

6 human remains will be discarded by the groundskeepers in the Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants

7 have intentionally and negligently damaged and/or broken protective vaults and thrown away bones

8 and other remains in the past. Defendants further did not disclose that Frank's father was buried in a

9 section of the cemetery, Jacob, where groundskeepers had thrown away bones and, thus, his father

10 was buried on top of discarded human remains. Frank and his family would never have purchased

11 property, funeral services or burial services from Defendants had this information been disclosed.

12 Frank further does not want his family to remain buried at Eden Memorial Park, unless appropriate

13 measures are taken to prevent the cemetery from breaking and/or damaging protective vaults and

14 throwing away bones in the future. According to the sworn testimony, Frank's grandparents are buried

15 in a section of the cemetery where there were a significant number of broken and damaged protective

16 vaults during the last 25 years. Frank is not related in any way to attorney Jason M. Frank of EOA.

17 34. PlaintiffNorman Krieger ("Krieger") is a citizen of the state of California, and resident

18 of Los Angeles County. Krieger's father was buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about 1963 in the

19 Isaiah section of the cemetery. Krieger is the authorized representative for the family pursuant to

20 California Health & Safety Code Section 7100. Defendants represented and promised they would

21 treat Krieger's father with dignity, respect and the utmost care. However, Defendants did not disclose

22 and concealed a number of contrary material facts, including but not limited to the facts that: (a) there

23 was a substantial risk that Defendants would disturb, damage and/or break his father's protective vault

24 when digging adjacent graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking protective vaults can cause the

25 deceased's remains to fallout of the broken protective vaults; (c) in such situations, there is a

26 substantial risk that the bones and other human remains will be discarded by the groundskeepers in the

27 Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants have intentionally and negligently damaged and/or broken

28 protective vaults and thrown away bones and other remains in the past. Krieger and his family would
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1 never have purchased property, funeral services or burial services from Defendants had this

2 information been disclosed. Krieger further does not want his father to remain buried at Eden

3 Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are taken to prevent the cemetery from breaking and/or

4 damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in the future. According to the sworn testimony,

5 Krieger's father is buried in a section of the cemetery where there were a significant number of broken

6 and damaged protective vaults during the last 25 years.

7 35. Plaintiff Erma Savage ("Savage") is a citizen of the state of California, and resident of

8 Orange County. Savage's parents were buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about 1961 and 1983 in

9 the Isaiah section of the cemetery. Savage also purchased pre-need plots and services for her own

10 benefit from Defendants in or about 1971 in the Masada section of the cemetery. Savage is the

11 authorized representative for the family pursuant to California Health & Safety Code Section 7100.

12 Defendants represented and promised they would treat Savage's parents and Savage with dignity,

13 respect and the utmost care. However, Defendants did not disclose and concealed a number of

14 contrary material facts, including but not limited to the facts that: (a) there was a substantial risk that

15 Defendants would disturb, damage and/or break the parents' protective vaults when digging adjacent

16 graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking protective vaults can cause the deceased's remains to fallout of

17 the broken protective vaults; (c) in such situations, there is a substantial risk that the bones and other

18 human remains will be discarded by the groundskeepers in the Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants

19 have ,intentionally and negligently damaged and/or broken protective vaults and thrown away bones

20 and other remains in the past. Savage and her family would never have purchased property, funeral

21 services or burial services from Defendants had this information been disclosed. Savage further does

22 not want her family to remain buried at Eden Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are taken to

23 prevent the cemetery from breaking and/or damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in

24 the future. According to the sworn testimony, Savage's parents are also buried in a section of the

25 cemetery where there were a significant number of broken and damaged protective vaults during the

26 last 25 years.

27 36. Plaintiff Sherryl Rivlin ("Rivlin") is a citizen of the state of California, and resident of

28 Los Angeles County. Rivlin's parents were buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about 2002 and 2004
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1 in the Judea section of the cemetery. Riv1in is the authorized representative for the family pursuant to

2 California Health & Safety Code Section 7100. Defendants represented and promised they would

3 treat Riv1in's parents with dignity, respect and the utmost care. However, Defendants did not disclose

4 and concealed a number of contrary material facts, including but not limited to the facts that: (a) there

5 was a substantial risk that Defendants would disturb, damage andlor break the parents' protective

6 vaults when digging adjacent graves; (b) damaging andlor breaking protective vaults can cause the

7 deceased's remains to fallout of the broken protective vaults; (c) in such situations, there is a

8 substantial risk that the bones and other human remains will be discarded by the groundskeepers in the

9 Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants have intentionally and negligently damaged andlor broken

10 protective vaults and thrown away bones and other remains in the past. Rivlin and her family would

11 never have purchased property, funeral services or burial services from Defendants had this

12 information been disclosed. Riv1in further does not want her family to remain buried at Eden

13 Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are taken to prevent the cemetery from breaking andlor

14 damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in the future. According to the sworn testimony,

15 Rivlin's parents are buried in a section of the cemetery where there were a significant number of

16 broken and damaged protective vaults during the last 25 years.

17 37. Plaintiff Barry Chapman ("Chapman") is a citizen of the state of California, and

18 resident of Los Angeles County. Chapman's parents were buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about

19 1991 and 1995 in the Masada section of the cemetery. Additionally, Chapman's son was buried at

20 Eden Memorial Park in or about 1977 in the Mt. Tabor section of the cemetery. Chapman also

21 purchased pre-need plots and services for his own benefit from Defendants in or about 1977 in the Mt.

22 Tabor section of the cemetery. Chapman is the authorized representative for the family pursuant to

23 California Health & Safety Code Section 7100. Defendants represented and promised they would

24 treat Chapman's family and Chapman with dignity, respect and the utmost care. However,

25 Defendants did not disclose and concealed a number of contrary material facts, including but not

26 limited to the facts that: (a) there was a substantial risk that Defendants would disturb, damage andlor

27 break their protective vaults when digging adjacent graves; (b) damaging andlor breaking protective

28 vaults can cause the deceased's remains to fall out of the broken protective vaults; (c) in such
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1 situations, there is a substantial risk that the bones and other human remains will be discarded by the

2 groundskeepers in the Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants have intentionally and negligently

3 damaged and/or broken protective vaults and thrown away bones and other remains in the past.

4 Chapman and his family would never have purchased property, funeral services or burial services

5 from Defendants had this information been disclosed. Chapman further does not want his family to

6 remain buried at Eden Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are taken to prevent the cemetery

7 from breaking and/or damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in the future. According

8 to the sworn testimony, Chapman's family is buried in sections of the cemetery where there were a

9 significant number of broken and damaged protective vaults during the last 25 years.

10 38. Plaintiff Mariam Sue Roth ("Roth") is a citizen of the state of California, and resident

11 of Los Angeles County. Roth's parents were buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about 1991 and

12 2002. Additionally, Roth's grandparents and great-grandparents were buried at Eden Memorial Park

13 in or about 1963, 1968, 1997 and 2006. Roth also purchased pre-need plots and services for her own

14 benefit from Defendants in the Canaan section of the cemetery. Roth is the authorized representative

15 for the family pursuant to California Health & Safety Code Section 7100. Defendants represented and

16 promised they would treat Roth's family and Roth with dignity, respect and the utmost care.

17 However, Defendants did not disclose and concealed a number of contrary material facts, including

18 but not limited to the facts that: (a) there was a substantial risk that Defendants would disturb, damage

19 and/or break their protective vaults when digging adjacent graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking

20 protective vaults can cause the deceased's remains to fall out of the broken protective vaults; (c) in

21 such situations, there is a substantial risk that the bones and other human remains will be discarded by

22 the groundskeepers in the Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants have intentionally and negligently

23 damaged and/or broken protective vaults and thrown away bones and other remains in the past. Roth

24 and her family would never have purchased property, funeral services or burial services from

25 Defendants had this information been disclosed. Roth further does not want her family to remain

26 buried at Eden Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are taken to prevent the cemetery from

27 breaking and/or damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in the future. According to the

28 sworn testimony, Roth's family is buried in sections of the cemetery where there were a significant
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1 number of broken and damaged protective vaults during the last 25 years.

2 39. Plaintiff Allan Spiegel ("Spiegel") is a citizen of the state of California, and resident of

3 Monterey County. Spiegel's parents were buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about 1988 and 2003 in

4 the Gilboa section of the cemetery. Spiegel is the authorized representative for the family pursuant to

5 California Health & Safety Code Section 7100. Defendants represented and promised they would

6 treat Spiegel's family with dignity, respect and the utmost care. However, Defendants did not disclose

7 and concealed a number of contrary material facts, including but not limited to the facts that: (a) there

8 was a substantial risk that Defendants would disturb, damage and/or break the parents' protective

9 vaults when digging adjacent graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking protective vaults can cause the

10 deceased's remains to fallout of the broken protective vaults; (c) in such situations, there is a

11 substantial risk that the bones and other human remains will be discarded by the groundskeepers in the

12 Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants have intentionally and negligently damaged and/or broken

13 protective vaults and thrown away bones and other remains in the past. Spiegel and his family would

14 never have purchased property, funeral services or burial services from Defendants had this

15 information been disclosed. Spiegel further does not want his family to remain buried at Eden

16 Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are taken to prevent the cemetery from breaking and/or

17 damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in the future. According to the sworn testimony,

18 Spiegel's family is buried in sections of the cemetery where there were a significant number of broken

19 and damaged protective vaults during the last 25 years.

20 40. PlaintiffLyn-Dee Eldridge ("Eldridge") is a citizen of the state ofNew Hampshire, and

21 resident of Goffstown. Eldridge's father was buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about 1998 in the

22 Gardens of Abraham section of the cemetery. Additionally, Eldridge's grandparents were buried at

23 Eden Memorial Park in the Jeremiah section of the cemetery. Eldridge is the authorized representative

24 for the family pursuant to California Health & Safety Code Section 7100. Defendants represented and

25 promised they would treat Eldridge's family with dignity, respect and the utmost care. However,

26 Defendants did not disclose and concealed a number of contrary material facts, including but not

27 limited to the facts that: (a) there was a substantial risk that Defendants would disturb, damage and/or

28 break their protective vaults when digging adjacent graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking protective
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1 vaults can cause the deceased's remains to fallout of the broken protective vaults; (c) in such

2 situations, there is a substantial risk that the bones and other human remains will be discarded by the

3 groundskeepers in the Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants have intentionally and negligently

4 damaged and/or broken protective vaults and thrown away bones and other remains in the past.

5 Eldridge and her family would never have purchased property, funeral services or burial services from

6 Defendants had this information been disclosed. Eldridge further does not want her family to remain

7 buried at Eden Memorial Park, uuless appropriate measures are taken to prevent the cemetery from

8 breaking and/or damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in the future. According to the

9 sworn testimony, Eldridge's family is buried in sections of the cemetery where there were a significant

10 number ofbroken and damaged protective vaults during the last 25 years.

resident of Henderson. Aronson's son was buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about 1992 in the

not want her family to remain buried at Eden Memorial Park, uuless appropriate measures are taken to

prevent the cemetery from breaking and/or damaging protective vaults and throwing away bones in

human remains will be discarded by the groundskeepers in the Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants

have intentionally and negligently damaged and/or broken protective vaults and thrown away bones

and other remains in the past. Aronson and her family would never have purchased property, funeral

services or burial services from Defendants had this information been disclosed. Aronson further does

number of contrary material facts, including but not limited to the facts that: (a) there was a substantial

risk that Defendants would disturb, damage and/or break their protective vaults when digging adjacent

graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking protective vaults can cause the deceased's remains to fallout of

the broken protective vaults; (c) in such situations, there is a substantial risk that the bones and other

Plaintiff Arlene Frank Aronson ("Aronson") is a citizen of the state of Nevada, and41.

Hillel section of the cemetery. Additionally, Aronson's parents were buried at Eden Memorial Park in

the Family Estates section of the cemetery and her aunt in the Temple section of the cemetery.

Aronson also has a pre-need plot and services. for her own benefit in the Hillel section of the cemetery.

Aronson is the authorized representative for the family pursuant to California Health & Safety Code

Section 7100. Defendants represented and promised they would treat Aronson's family and Aronson

with dignity, respect and the utmost care. However, Defendants did not disclose and concealed a

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28
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1 the future. According to the sworn testimony, Aronson's family is buried in sections of the cemetery

2 where there were a significant number of broken and damaged protective vaults during the last 25

3 years.

2005 for his own benefit in the Matriarchs section of the cemetery. Friedman is the authorized

resident of Los Angeles County. Friedman's parents were buried at Eden Memorial Park in or about

1997 and 2005. Friedman also purchased a pre-need plot and services from defendants in or about

representative for the family pursuant to California Health & Safety Code Section 7100. Defendants

represented and prornised they would treat Friedman's family and Friedman with dignity, respect and

the utmost care. However, Defendants did not disclose and concealed a number of contrary material

THE DEFENDANTS

Plaintiff Michael Friedman ("Friedman") is a citizen of the state of California, and

Defendant Service Corporation International ("SCI") is a Texas corporation that, at all

42.

43.

facts, including but not limited to the facts that: (a) there was a substantial risk that Defendants would

disturb, damage and/or break the parents' protective vaults when digging adjacent graves; (b)

damaging and/or breaking protective vaults can cause the deceased's remains to fallout of the broken

protective vaults; (c) in such situations, there is a substantial risk that the bones and other human

remains will be discarded by the groundskeepers in the Cemetery Dump; and (d) Defendants have

intentionally and negligently damaged and/or broken protective vaults and thrown away bones and

other remains in the past. Friedman and his family would never have purchased property, funeral

services or burial services from Defendants had this information been disclosed. Friedman further

does not want his family to remain buried at Eden Memorial Park, unless appropriate measures are

taken to prevent the cemetery from breaking and/or damaging protective vaults and throwing away

bones in the future. According to the sworn testimony, Friedman's family is buried in sections of the

cemetery where there were a significant number of broken and damaged protective vaults during the

last 25 years.

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27 relevant times, owned Eden Memorial Park directly or indirectly. SCI is a publically traded company

28 listed on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol "SCI." SCI provides death care services
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I and products under its Dignity Memorial® brand name. SCI sells a substantial amount of its Dignity

2 services and products in California. SCI individually participated in, ratified, approved and/or

3 directed the improper and illegal acts and omissions described herein. At all relevant times, SCI

4 designed, drafted and implemented the policies and procedures for its cemeteries, including Eden

5 Memorial Park, (the "Policies") and was required to provide (I) regular directives to its cemeteries in

6 California and (2) training related to its Policies, through, among other things, training courses, its

7 intra-company website, its company policy manuals, and internal documents. At all relevant times,

8 SCI's directors, officers and executives routinely traveled to California to conduct the company's

9 business, including, but not limited to, purchasing cemeteries (Eden Memorial Park was purchased in

10 or about 1985), attending meetings and industry conferences, speaking at industry conferences, and

II providing training courses and seminars for management and employees. At all relevant times, SCI's

12 directors, officers and executives routinely flew to Van Nuys airport on the company's private jet(s) in

13 order to conduct business within the County of Los Angeles and the State of California. SCI also

14 directly sponsors and provides a 40lK retirement plan to California employees. As indicated herein,

15 since October 2007, executives at SCI, including but not limited to SCI's Vice President of Ethics and

16 Business Conduct, Joseph Hayes, have been responsible for all business and employment decisions at

17 Eden Memorial Park. SCI also managed the so-called "internal investigation" into the wrongful burial

18 practices at Eden Memorial Park in 2007 and interfaced directly with inspectors from the State of

19 California who were investigating these practices in 2008. Moreover, on information and belief,

20 Defendant SCI at all relevant times completed SCI California Funeral Services, Inc.ts California

21 license applications and renewals, and all corporate filings.

22 44. On information and belief, SCI and its Senior Vice President, Mr. Dan Garrison, have

23 been aware of spacing problems at numerous SCI cemeteries, including Eden Memorial Park, since no

24 later than 1995. By way of example, on March I, 1995, SCI employees drafted a due diligence

25 memorandum relating to spacing problems at various cemeteries in Florida, including a Jewish

26 cemetery known as Menorah Gardens. In June 1999, Mr. Steve Mack, SCI's then Vice-President of

27 North America Operations, sent an SCI employee (Mr. Rusty Scott) to investigate spacing problems at

28 SCI cemeteries. Mr. Scott subsequently told Mr. Mack there were spacing issues that concerned him
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1 and prepared a report for Mr. Mack that confirmed the existence of spacing and burial problems.

2 When groundskeepers at Menorah Gardens later blew the whistle on SCI's conduct, SCI claimed the

3 groundskeepers were fabricating testimony because they were "disgruntled." On information and

4 belief, the spacing and burial problems at Menorah Gardens (which included human remains being

5 thrown in the woods) ultimately resulted in a class action settlement in the amount of approximately

6 $100 Million and the appointment of a third party monitor to supervise burial practices at Menorah

7 Gardens. The facts and conduct described above is indicative of a pattern and practice, lack of

8 rnistake, corrupt corporate culture, and a motive for SCI's actions as described within this complaint.

9 45. Defendant SCI California Funeral Services, Inc. ("SCI California") is a California

10 corporation authorized to do business and doing business in Los Angeles County. SCI California

11 individually participated in, ratified, approved and/or directed the improper or illegal acts and

12 ornissions described herein. Defendant SCI California maintains its principal place of business in Los

13 Angeles County, California

ornissions described herein.

do business and doing business in Los Angeles County. Eden Memorial Park Management Co.

individually participated in, ratified, approved and/or directed the improper or illegal acts and

14

15

16

17

18

46.

47.

Defendant Eden Memorial Park Management Co. is a California corporation authorized to

Defendant Eden Memorial Park Association is a California business entity authorized to do

19 and doing business in Los Angeles County. Eden Memorial Park Association individually participated

20 in, ratified, approved and/or directed the improper or illegal acts and ornissions described herein.

omissions described herein.

is a California business entity authorized and doing business in Los Angeles County. Eden Memorial

Park individually participated in, ratified, approved and/or directed the improper or illegal acts and

21

22

23

24

25

48.

49.

Defendant Eden Memorial Park ("Eden Memorial Park, a California Business entity")

Defendant James R. Biby ("Biby") is an individual, a citizen of the State of California

26 and on information and belief is a resident of the County of Los Angeles. Biby is the Market Director

27 of SCI California and individually participated in, ratified, approved and/or directed the improper or

28 illegal acts and omissions described herein. At all relevant times, Defendant Biby, together with other
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1 employees of SCI and SCI California, undertook considerable efforts to cover-up the conduct alleged

2 herein, including, but not limited to, directing groundskeepers to remove evidence of broken burial

3 vaults from the Cemetery Dump after the filing of this lawsuit. On information and belief, Biby also

4 improperly and illegally used endowment care funds that were paid by Plaintiffs and the Class for the

5 exclusive benefit of family members buried at Eden Memorial Park in order to pay for third party

6 services at other cemeteries. On information and belief, Biby was investigated by SCI for receiving

7 kickbacks from such third party service companies.

8 50. The true names and capacities of defendants DOES 1 through 100, inclusive, whether

9 individual, plural, corporate, partnership, associate or otherwise, are not known to Plaintiffs, who

10 therefore sue said defendants by such fictitious names. Plaintiffs are informed and believe and thereon

11 allege that each of the defendants designated herein as DOE are in some manner responsible for the

12 acts and occurrences set forth herein. Plaintiffs will ask leave of court to amend this Complaint to

13 show the true names and capacities of defendants DOES 1 through 100, inclusive, as well as the

14 manner in which each DOE defendant is responsible, when the same have been ascertained.

15 51. Plaintiffs are informed and believe, and upon such basis allege, that at all times herein

16 mentioned, each of the Defendants herein was an agent, servant, employee, co-conspirator, partner,

17 joint venturer, wholly owned and controlled subsidiary and/or alter ego of each of the remaining

18 Defendants, and was at all times acting within the course and scope of said agency, service,

19 employment, conspiracy, partnership and/or joint venture.

20 52. Defendants, and each of them, aided and abetted, encouraged and rendered substantial

21 assistance in accomplishing the wrongful conduct and their wrongful goals and other wrongdoing

22 complained ofherein. In taking action, as particularized herein, to aid and abet and substantially assist

23 the commission of these wrongful acts and other wrongdoings complained of, each of the Defendants

24 acted with an awareness of its primary wrongdoing and realized that its conduct would substantially

25 assist the accomplishment of the wrongful conduct, wrongful goals, and wrongdoing.

26

27

28
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1

2 53.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

Venue is appropriate in the County of Los Angeles, and this Court has personal

3 jurisdiction over the Defendants and each of them by reason of the facts that: (a) Defendants have

including within the County of Los Angeles and the Central District.

Angeles; and (d) the events giving rise to the claims at issue in this lawsuit arose in California,

the right, pursuant to California Health and Safety Code § 7100, to control the disposition of the

transacted and conducted substantial business in the State of California, the County of Los Angeles,

and the Central District; (b) the acts alleged herein occurred in the State of California and the County

of Los Angeles; (c) Plaintiffs' injuries occurred in the State of California and the County of Los

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

Plaintiffs and the Class are suing in five capacities: (a) as persons who are vested with54.

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13 remains ofany decedent buried at Eden Memorial Park; and/or (b) as persons who purchased

14

15

16

17

18

property, burial services and/or funeral services at Eden Memorial Park; and/or (c) as persons who (i)

were aware of the death of the decedent; (ii) were aware that funeral or burial services were being

performed for the decedent; and (iii) were among those on whose behalf or for whose benefit funeral

or burial services were performed at Eden Memorial Park; and/or (d) as persons whose family

members' are buried in areas of Eden Memorial Park where bones have been thrown away, including

19 but not limited to the area known as "Jacob" or the "Garden of Jacob"; and/or (e) as persons who

protect casketed human remains ...."

in SCI's policy handbook, a Protective Vault is "an in-ground burial receptacle designed and built to

container (a "Protective Vault") in order to bury their loved one's remains in the cemetery. As defined

bones have been thrown away, including but not limited to the area known as "Jacob" or the "Garden

Eden Memorial Park requires all families to purchase a burial vault or outer burial

As part of the burial process, a decedent's casket is placed in the Protective Vault and

55.

56.

purchased property, burial services and/or funeral services in areas of Eden Memorial Park where

of Jacob."

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28 then the Protective Vault is buried in a grave. Because Eden Memorial Park is a Jewish cemetery, the
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1 caskets are typically made of wood and designed to disintegrate quickly in order to conform with

2 Jewish tradition. For this reason, it is a particular problem to break or damage a Protective Vault at a

3 Jewish cemetery, because there is often not another container (i.e., a casket) holding the remains

4 intact. Consequently, this makes it more likely that bones will spill out of the Protective Vault when it

5 is broken or damaged.

6 57. There are primarily two types of Protective Vaults used at Eden Memorial Park. One-

7 commonly known as a "concrete vault" -- is a two piece rectangular concrete box where the sides are

8 welded together and a lid is placed on top. The other - commonly known as a "sectional" or

9 "sectional box" -- is a seven or nine piece box that is assembled together in the grave essentially like a

10 "house of cards." The walls of the sectional box are not welded together, but are instead held together

11 by the surrounding dirt in the grave. If the walls of dirt in the grave are later removed (such as when

12 digging an adjacent grave) it is very easy for the sides of a sectional box to fall over and collapse

13 (especially if the sectional box is hit by the backhoe machinery digging the adjacent grave).

14 58. Defendants currently charge families approximately $600 to $900 to purchase a

15 Protective Vault depending on the type of vault and whether the purchase is made "pre-need" (before

16 death) or "at need" (after death). Defendants purchase the Protective Vaults at a cost of approximately

17 $130 to $175 and, thus, include an approximate 600% profit margin in the price charged to families.

18 Defendants have admitted that the Protective Vaults are the personal property of the decedent and/or

19 his or her family.

dirt is left at the side of grave in order to cover up the hole after a funeral service.

industrial tractor with a mechanical hydraulic arm and digging bucket mounted on the back of a front

loader. Some of the dirt from the freshly dug grave is loaded into another tractor (called the "dumper"

or "dump truck") and discarded in an undeveloped area of the cemetery known as the Cemetery Dump

(which at all relevant times has been located in a then undeveloped se6tion of the cemetery). Other

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

59.

60.

At Eden Memorial Park, groundskeepers excavate graves by using a backhoe, an

As discussed above, for over the last 25 years, employees at Eden Memorial Park have

27 been intentionally and negligently damaging and breaking Protective Vaults when digging new graves

28 and throwing away the human remains that fall out the broken vaults. At all relevant times, the
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1 employees were acting in the course and scope of their employment and at the direction of the

2 cemetery's management, including but not limited to the Sales Manager and the Grounds

3 Superintendent. Numerous former and current employees of Eden Memorial Park have admitted this

4 conduct to Defendants' attorneys and other employees of Defendants; investigators from the State of

5 California; and in sworn videotaped testimony.

decedent's remains.

consistently represent and promise that the cemetery will treat the deceased with "respect, dignity and

the utmost care." Defendants have acknowledged in sworn testimony that this promise is central to a

prospective purchaser's decision whether to purchase a plot at Eden Memorial Park. Defendants

further acknowledged in sworn testimony that damaging and/or breaking a decedent's Protective Vault

is not treating the decedent with respect, dignity and the utmost care; nor is throwing away a

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

61.

62.

When selling plots to prospective purchasers and their families, Defendants

Defendants never disclosed to prospective purchasers the risk that Defendants will

14 damage andlor break their or their family members' Protective Vaults when digging surrounding

15 graves or the fact that this can cause bones to spill out of the grave. Defendants' Sales Manager from

16 1999 to the present has admitted in sworn videotaped testimony that this information should have been

17 disclosed to all prospective purchasers because it would materially impact their decision to purchase a

18 plot andlor other services at the cemetery or have their family member buried at the cemetery. At all

19 relevant times, Defendants had a duty to disclose all material information to Plaintiffs and the Class,

20 due to, among other things, the special relationship andlor fiduciary relationship between the parties.

21 63. Defendants' current Policies require Eden Memorial Park to: (1) immediately stop

22 digging a new grave if there is an encroaching Protective Vault; (2) immediately notify a decedent's

23 family member any time a decedent's Protective Vault is damaged or disturbed; and (3) cease going

24 forward with the burial in the new grave so the family of the damaged Protective Vault has the ability

25 to observe the damage and make sure it is properly rectified. The reason for this policy is that if the

26 burial of the new grave were allowed to go forward, it would conceal the evidence of the damage.

27 Thus, according to the policy, if the family of the decedent's grave cannot be contacted, then the

28 family of the new grave will be offered a new plot on the cemetery grounds. Defendants' employees
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1 admit that the failure to follow this policy would fall below the "standard of due care."

constitutes a violation of the standard of care.

by Defendants. This practice again violates Defendants' legal obligations and Policies and thus

their loved one's Protective Vault had been damaged or disturbed. Instead, Defendants fraudulently

concealed the evidence by covering up the grave with dirt and literally burying the evidence

underground. Moreover, Defendants did not make any indications in the company records when this

occurred. In other words, Defendants actively and completely concealed the evidence of the grave

disturbances from families.

While Defendants contend they are currently notifying family members when they

From at least 1985 to 2008, Defendants rarely, if ever, notified family members when

Defendants never disclosed the above patterns and practices to Plaintiffs and the Class,

65.

64.

66.

damage Protective Vaults, they admit they do not do so until after the burial of the new grave goes

forward - once again covering up the evidence of the damage underground. This places family

members in the untenable position of having to choose between further disturbing their loved one's

grave by disinterring his or her Protective Vault, or never knowing the full extent of the damage caused

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16 either prior to interment or after the commission of the wrongful and immoral conduct described

17 herein. Defendants further fraudulently concealed their wrongful conduct from Plaintiffs and the

18 Class by, among other things, literally burying evidence of their wrongdoing. Defendants took

19 considerable steps to fraudulently conceal their nefarious activities by threatening employees and

20 witnesses with retaliation and the loss of their employment. Moreover, after the filing of this lawsuit,

21 Defendants were caught intentionally destroying and tampering with evidence by removing it from the

22 Cemetery dump. Witnesses, including the current General Manager and Grounds Superintendent at

23 Eden Memorial Park, have confirmed this occurred.

24 67. The actions, patterns and practices of Defendants as described herein are morally

25 despicable and have no place in a civilized society. The actions, patterns and practices of Defendants

26 were further intentional, willful, reckless and/or negligent and have caused severe economic and non

27 economic damages to Plaintiffs and the Class.

28 68. Moreover, the actions of Defendants as described in the paragraphs in this Complaint
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1 are reprehensible, were carried out with malice and extreme indifference to the rights of Plaintiffs and

2 the Class, demonstrate oppression by Defendants, constitute blatant violations of California law and/or

3 public policy, rise to levels of extreme indifference to the rights of Plaintiffs and the Class, were

4 malicious, and involve willful and wanton misconduct. Further the conduct of Defendants is

5 despicable and was done with the intention on the part of the Defendants of depriving Plaintiffs and

6 the Class of their property and rights and otherwise causing them injury and damage, and this

7 despicable conduct subjected Plaintiffs and the Class to cruel and unjust hardship in conscious

8 disregard of their rights, so as to justify an award of punitive damages in an amount sufficient to deter

9 such wrongful conduct in the future.

10 69. As a result of the conduct alleged herein, Plaintiffs and the Class have been damaged in

11 an amount greater than $500 million, with the exact amount to be proven at trial.

classes of similarly situated persons (collectively referred to herein as the "Class"):

Memorial Park; and/or

representative under California Health & Safety Code § 7100) who

purchased property, burial services and/or funeral services at Eden

CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS

All persons (including but not limited to the authorized

All persons who are vested with the right, pursuant to California

All persons who (i) were aware of the death of the decedent; (ii)

Plaintiffs bring this class action on behalfof themselves and the following ascertainable

(a)

(b)

Health and Safety Code § 7100, to control the disposition of the remains

of any decedent buried at Eden Memorial Park; and/or

(c)

were aware that funeral or burial services were being performed for the

decedent; and (iii) were among those on whose behalf or for whose benefit

funeral or burial services were performed at Eden Memorial Park; and/or

70.

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28
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not limited to the area known as "Jacob" or the "Garden of Jacob."

"Jacob" or the "Garden of Jacob"; and/or

representative under California Health & Safety Code § 7100) whose

Excluded from the Class is any person or entity in which any judge, justice or judicial

All persons (including but not limited to the authorized

All persons (including but not limited to the authorized

representative under California Health & Safety Code § 7100) who

purchased property, burial services and/or funeral services in areas of

Eden Memorial Park where bones have been thrown away, including but

(d)

(e)

family members' are buried in areas of Eden Memorial Park where bones

have been thrown away, including but not limited to the area known as

71.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13 officer presiding over this matter and members of their immediate families and judicial staff, have any

14 controlling interest. Excluded from the Class is any partner or employee of Class Counsel.

15 n. This class action is brought pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure Section 382

16 and/or California Civil Code § 1781. Plaintiffs reserve the right to modify the Class description and

17 the Class based on the results of discovery.

18 73. Numerositv: The proposed class is so numerous that individual joinder of all its

19 members is impracticable. While the exact number and identities of the Class are unknown at this

20 time, such information can be ascertained through appropriate investigation and discovery, and is

21 believed to be in the tens of thousands. The disposition of the claims of the Class in a single class

22 action will provide substantial benefits to all parties and to the Court.

23 74. Typicality: Plaintiffs' claims are typical of the claims of all the Class in that Plaintiffs

24 and the Class suffered similar damages resulting from a single, continuing course of conduct by

25 Defendants - as described herein. Each class member asserts the same legal causes of action.

26 75. Adequacy of Representation: Plaintiffs will fairly and adequately represent and protect

27 the interests of the Class. Plaintiffs have retained counsel with substantial experience in prosecuting

28 complex lawsuits and class action litigation. Plaintiffs' counsel has been responsible for hundreds of
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1 millions of dollars in settlements and verdicts on behalf of Plaintiffs throughout the country.

2 Plaintiffs' counsel has substantial experience in matters of this kind, having litigated numerous

3 lawsuits arising out of the Menorah Gardens cemetery scandal in Florida. Plaintiffs and their counsel

4 are committed to vigorously prosecuting this action on behalf of the Class, and have the financial

5 resources to do so. Neither Plaintiffs nor their counsel have any interests adverse to the Class.

the members of the Class suffered, and will continue to suffer, harm as a result of Defendants'

resolving the controversies engendered by Defendants' common course of conduct. The class action

interests. Moreover, individual lawsuits may result in adjudications that would create inconsistent

standards whereby Defendants would be required to disinter remains on the one hand and leave the

same remains in place on the other hand.

Superiority of Class Action and Impracticability of Individual Actions: Plaintiffs and

Common Questions of Law and Fact Predominate: There is a well defined community

76.

77.

unlawful, fraudulent and unfair conduct. A class action is superior to other available methods for the

fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy. Individual joinder of all members of the Class is

impractical. Even if the individual members of the Class had the resources to pursue individual

litigation, it would be unduly burdensome to the courts in which the individual litigation would

proceed. Individual litigation magnifies the delay and expense to all parties in the court system of

device allows a single court to provide the benefits of unitary adjudication, judicial economy, and the

fair and equitable handling of all the Class' claims in a single forum. The conduct of this action as a

class action conserves the resources of the parties and of the judicial system, and protects the rights of

the Class. Adjudication of individual Class' claims with respect to Defendants would, as a practical

matter, be dispositive of the interests of other members not parties to the adjudication, and could

substantially impair or impede the ability of other individual members of the Class to protect their

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24 of interest between Plaintiffs and the Class. There are questions of law and fact common to Plaintiffs

25 and the Class, and those questions substantially predominate over any questions that may affect

26 individual members of the Class. Common questions of law and fact include, but are not limited to,

27 the following:

28 a) Whether Defendants plotted and sold interment plots at Eden Memorial Park without
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16
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21
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23

24

25

26

27

28

sufficient space;

b) Whether Defendants disclosed that they were plotting and selling interment plots at

Eden Memorial Park without sufficient space.

c) Whether Defendants secretly broke Protective Vaults that encroached on other grave

sites;

d) Whether Defendants dumped and desecrated the subject human remains in order to

cover up their wrongful acts and make room for the bodies of the recently deceased;

e) Whether Defendants secretly interred humans remains in locations other than the plot

in which the remains were to be properly interred;

f) Whether Defendants secretly plotted and sold interment plots on top of already

scattered human remains, and thereafter secretly interred the recently deceased on top

of those scattered human remains;

g) Whether Defendants secretly "lost" the human remains of individuals without

disclosing to family members or others that the deceased was not in fact interred in his

or her designated plot;

h) Whether Defendants interred individuals in the wrong plots;

i) Whether Plaintiffs and the Class are subject to irreparable harm;

j) Whether injunctive relief is appropriate and in the public interest,

k) What type of court supervised injunction or equitable relief is appropriate

under what circumstances;

1) Whether Defendants' conduct is malicious and involved willful and

wanton misconduct;

m) Whether Defendants could foresee that their conduct was substantially certain to cause

mental anguish;

n) Whether Defendants intentionally, recklessly, and/or negligently misinformed the Class

as to the state and condition of Eden Memorial Park, its interment plots, vaults, and

interments, and their human remains;

0) Whether Defendants intentionally, recklessly, and/or negligently concealed from the
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9

10 78.

Class facts as to the state and condition of interment plots, vaults, interments and

human remains; and

p) Whether Defendants knowingly made, published, disseminated, circulated and placed

before the public, either directly or indirectly, statements that were untrue, deceptive or

misleading regarding the business patterns and practices of and at Eden Memorial Park.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION FOR INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF

EMOTIONAL DISTRESS

(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS INCLUDING DOES 1 THROUGH 100)

Plaintiffs restate and re-allege each and every allegation in the paragraphs 1 through 77

11 as if fully set forth herein.

12 79. Defendants' conduct as described herein was extreme and outrageous, and was so

13 extreme as to exceed all bounds of that usually tolerated in a civilized society.

14 80. Defendants' conduct as described herein was committed with the intent to cause, or

15 reckless disregard ofcausing, emotional distress to Plaintiffs and the Class.

emotional distress, which was actually and proximately caused by the Defendants' outrageous conduct

as set forth herein.

disregard of the rights of Plaintiffs and the Class, and did so with fraud, oppression and/or malice.

This despicable conduct subjected Plaintiffs and the Class to cruel and unjust hardship so as to justify

an award of punitive damages in an amount sufficient to deter such wrongful conduct in the future.

Therefore, Plaintiffs and the Class are also entitled to punitive damages against Defendants in an

amount to be determined at trial.

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

81.

82.

Plaintiffs and the Class suffered and continue to suffer from severe or extreme

Defendants undertook the aforesaid illegal acts intentionally or with conscious
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1

2

3 83.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION FOR NEGLIGENCE

(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS INCLUDING DOES 1 THROUGH 100)

Plaintiffs restate and re-allege each and every allegation in the paragraphs 1 through 77

4 as if fully set forth herein.

at Eden Memorial Park, Defendants undertook a duty of care to Plaintiffs and the Class. Defendants'

duty to Plaintiffs and the Class included but was not limited to the following:

a) Not to break, damage and/or open Protective Vaults;

b) Not to dump and desecrate human remains;

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

84. By accepting the care, custody and control of the remains of those individuals interred

I

c) Not to inter humans remains in locations other than the plot in which the remains were

to be properly interred;

d) Not to plot and sell interment plots on top of already scattered human remains, and

thereafter inter the recently deceased on top of those scattered human remains;

e) Not to lose the human remains of individuals without disclosing to family members or

others that the deceased was not in fact interred in his or her designated plot;

f) .Not to inter relatives of the Class in the wrong plots;

g) Not to intentionally, recklessly, and/or negligently misinform the Class as to the state

and condition of Eden Memorial Park, its interment plots, vaults, interments, and

human remains;

h) Not to intentionally, recklessly, and/or negligently conceal from the Class facts as to

the state and condition of Eden Memorial Park, its interment plots, vaults, and

interments, and human remains;

i) Not to intentionally, recklessly, and/or negligently publish, disseminate, circulate

and/or place before the public, either directly or indirectly, statements that were untrue,

deceptive and/or misleading regarding the business patterns and practices at Eden

Memorial Park.

j) To use reasonable care in all aspects of their cemetery business.

k) To handle and inter human remains in a proper and dignified manner;
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forth below:

reasonable care in virtually all aspects of their cemetery business, including but not limited to those set

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

85.

I) To properly hire and retain persons qualified and capable of providing proper cemetery

and funeral related services;

m) To properly supervise their employees and make sure they were using reasonable care

in providing the Plaintiffs and Class with appropriate cemetery, burial and funeral

services;

n) To inspect, audit, investigate and correct the cemetery spacing problems and related

problems at Eden Memorial Park, including but not limited to grave disturbances;

0) To correct the numerous problems discussed in this complaint after Defendants knew

or should have known ofthe problems;

p) To properly develop and implement internal policies and procedures relating to

interments and/or the handling of human remains and to provide adeqnate training

related thereto; and

q) To warn and inform the Plaintiffs and the Class of the problems at Eden Memorial Park

discussed in this complaint before Plaintiffs and the Class purchased cemetery plots

and/or after Defendants discovered or should have discovered the problem.

Defendants breached each of the above duties, and were negligent by failing to use

a) Breaking, damaging and/or opening Protective Vaults;

b) Dumping and desecrating human remains;

c) Interring humans remains in locations other than the plot in which the remains were to

be properly interred;

d) Plotting and selling interment plots on top of already scattered human remains, and

thereafter interring the recently deceased on top of those scattered human remains;

e) Losing the human remains of individuals without disclosing to family members or

others that the deceased was not in fact interred in his or her designated plot;

f) Interring relatives of the Class in the wrong plots;

g) Intentionally, recklessly, and/or negligently misinforming the Class as to the state and
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27 86.

condition of Eden Memorial Park, its interment plots, Protective Vaults and, interments,

and human remains;

h) Intentionally, recklessly, and/or negligently concealing from the Class facts as to the

state and condition of Eden Memorial Park, its interment plots, Protective Vaults and

interments, and human remains;

i) Intentionally, recklessly, and/or negligently publishing, disseminating, circulating

and/or placing before the public, either directly or indirectly, statements that were

untrue, deceptive and/or misleading regarding the business patterns and practices at

Eden Memorial Park.

j) Failing to use reasonable care in all aspects of their death care business.

k) Handling and interring human remains in a improper and undignified manner;

1) Hiring and retaining persons not qualified and not capable of providing proper funeral

cemetery related services;

m) Not properly supervising their employees and making sure they were using reasonable

care in providing the Plaintiffs and Class with appropriate interment services;

n) Not properly and thoroughly inspecting, audit, investigating and/or correcting the

cemetery spacing problems and related problems at Eden Memorial Park, including but

not limited to grave disturbances;

0) Not correcting the numerous problems identified in this complaint after Defendants

knew or should have known ofthe problem;

p) Not properly developing and implementing internal policies and procedures relating to

interments and handling human remains and not providing proper training related

thereto; and

q) Not warning and informing the Plaintiffs and the Class of the problems at Eden

Memorial Park discussed in this complaint before Plaintiffs and the Class purchased

cemetery plots and after Defendants discovered or should have discovered the problem.

Defendants knew, should have known or could reasonably foresee that their wrongful

28 acts and omissions would injure the Plaintiffs and the Class.
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1 87. Defendants' conduct as described herein was reprehensible, carried out with malice and

2 extreme indifference to the rights of Plaintiffs and the Class, demonstrate oppression by Defendants,

3 constitute blatant violations of California law and/or public policy, rise to levels of extreme

4 indifference to the rights of Plaintiffs and the Class, was malicious, and involve willful and wanton

5 misconduct. Accordingly, punitive damages in an amount sufficient to punish the Defendants and to

6 deter them from engaging in such wrongful conduct in the future are appropriate.

emotional distress.

Defendants' negligence was a substantial factor in causing Plaintiffs' and the Class' severe or extreme

7

8

9

10

88.

89.

Plaintiffs and the Class are suffering from severe or extreme emotional distress, and

As a direct and proximate result of the negligence of Defendants, Plaintiffs and the

11 Class suffered and continue to suffer economic and non-economic damages.

12 90. Defendants' failure to use reasonable care and their negligence in this case amount to

13 outrageous behavior that is not tolerated in our civilized society and community.

14 91. Defendants' acts and omissions amount to gross negligence tantamount to willful,

15 wanton, and reckless conduct against the interests of the Plaintiffs and the Class.

16 92. Defendants knew or should have known that their serious failure to use reasonable care

17 herein would result in damage to Plaintiffs and the Class.

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION FOR TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH RIGHT TO

DISPOSE OF REMAINS

(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS INCLUDING DOES 1 TIIROUGH 100)

18

19

20

21

22 93. Plaintiffs restate and re-allege each and every allegation in the paragraphs 1 through 77

23 as iffully set forth herein.

24 94. By reason of the relationship of Plaintiffs and the Class, on the one hand, and

25 decedents, on the other hand, Plaintiffs and the Class were at all times herein mentioned entitled to

26 control their respective decedent's remains.

27 95. Defendants have intentionally, willfully, recklessly and/or negligently interfered with

28 Plaintiffs' and the Class' rights to control the remains of their respective decedents, contrary to the
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1 wishes and beliefs ofPlaintiffs and the Class, by committing the acts described herein.

2 96. This interference was intentional, willful, reckless and/or negligent in that Defendants

3 actions herein are illegal, improper, and innnoral and in that Defendants failed to inform Plaintiffs and

4 the Class of the acts described herein prior to or after committing the tortious activity.

permanently sick in mind and body.

extreme mental anguish and disgust and disturbed their peace of mind causing them to become

insnlting to Plaintiffs and the Class, to their beliefs, and to a civilized society, and learning of

Defendants' conduct described herein caused and continues to cause the Plaintiffs and the Class

5

6

7

8

9

10

97.

98.

Defendants' disposition of human remains is and was repugnant, offensive, and

As a direct and proximate resnlt of the intentional, willful, reckless, and/or negligent

11 acts of Defendants, Plaintiffs and the Class suffered and continue to suffer economic and non

12 economic damages.

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH DEAD BODIES

(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS INCLUDING DOES 1 THROUGH 100)

disregard of the rights of Plaintiffs and the Class, and did so with fraud, oppression and/or malice.

This despicable conduct subjected Plaintiffs and the Class to cruel and unjust hardship so as to justify

an award of puuitive damages in an amount sufficient to deter such wrongful conduct in the future.

Therefore, Plaintiffs and the Class are also entitled to puuitive damages against Defendants in an

amount to be determined at trial.

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

99. Defendants undertook the aforesaid illegal acts intentionally or with conscious

22 100. Plaintiffs restate and re-allege each and every allegation in the paragraphs I through 77

23 and 83-84 as if fully set forth herein.

24 101. Defendants' owed Plaintiffs and the Class a duty to exercise reasonable and proper care

25 when handling the remains of Plaintiffs' and the Class' family members and/or the remains of those

26 decedents to whom Plaintiffs and Class were entitled to innnediate custody and possession of the

27 remains. The duty includes, but is not limited to, those set forth in paragraph 83 above.

28 102. Defendants' conduct, including but not limited to the conduct described in paragraphs
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1-76 and 83-84 above, was malicious and intentional. Defendants' conduct demonstrates an entire

want of care or attention to duty and great indifference to the remains, property and property rights of

others. Defendants' conduct is outrageous and goes beyond all bounds of decency in a civilized

society.

103. Defendants' conduct has directly and proximately caused and continues to cause

economic and non-economic damages to Plaintiffs and the Class. Plaintiffs and the Class have and

will continue to suffer extreme mental anguish, distress and suffering. Plaintiffs and the Class have

and will also suffer damages including but not limited to costs necessary to properly find, identify and

handle the subject remains.

104. Defendants' could foresee that their wrongful acts and omissions would damage the

Plaintiff and the Class in the manner set forth above.

105. Defendants undertook the aforesaid illegal acts intentionally or with conscious

disregard of the rights of Plaintiffs and the Class, and did so with fraud, oppression and/or malice.

This despicable conduct subjected Plaintiffs and the Class to cruel and unjust hardship so as to justify

an award of punitive damages in an amount sufficient to deter such wrongful conduct in the future.

Therefore, Plaintiffs and the Class are also entitled to punitive damages against Defendants in an

amount to be determined at trial.

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR VIOLATION OF BUSINESS AND

PROFESSIONS CODE § 17200 ET. SEO.)

(AGAINST SCI, SCI CALIFORNIA, EDEN MEMORIAL PARK MANAGEMENT CO., EDEN

MEMORIAL PARK ASSOCIATION, EDEN MEMORIAL PARK A CALIFORNIA BUSINESS

ENTITY AND DOES 1-100)

106. Plaintiffs restate and re-allege each and every allegation in the paragraphs I through 67

and 70 through 77 as if fully set forth herein.

107. Defendants conduct described above constitutes an "unlawful" business practice within

the meaning ofthe UCL, and violated numerous California statutes, including but not limited to:

a) Business & Professions Code § 9725.1, by negligently performing acts related to the
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8
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12

13

operation of a cemetery and engaging in unprofessional conduct, including but not

limited to violating or attempting to violate, directly or directly, or assisting in or

abetting the violation of laws governing the disposition of human remains, operation of

cemeteries, and/or the sale of cemetery property.

b) Health & Safety Code § 7051, by removing parts of human remains from places where

they have been interred, and doing so with malice and wantonness.

c) Health & Safety Code § 7500 et seq., by removing the remains of a deceased person

from a cemetery without the requisite legal authorization and consent.

d) Business & Professions Code § 7735.5, by not clearly stating in preneed funeral

contracts that benefits were unavailable or limited by the patterns and practices of

Defendants described above.

e) California Civil Code § 1709-171 0 for rnisrepresenting, or failing to disclose, the

patterns and practices of Defendants described above.

14 108. Defendants' conduct in failing to disclose the above-described problems to Plaintiffs

15 and the Class described above also constitutes a "fraudulent" and "unfair" business practice within the

16 meaning ofthe VCL.

17 109. Plaintiffs and each Class Member suffered an injury in fact and lost money or property

18 as result of the Defendants' unlawful, unfair and/or fraudulent business practices.

19 110. Plaintiffs, on behalf of themselves and the Class, seek restitution and disgorgement of

20 all moneys received by Defendants through the unlawful and fraudulent conduct described above.

21 111. Plaintiffs, on behalf of themselves and the Class, seek a temporary, preliminary and/or

22 permanent injunction from this Court prohibiting Defendants from engaging in the patterns and

23 practices described herein.

24

25

26

27

28
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SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR VIOLATIONS OF THE CONSUMER

LEGAL REMEDIES ACT

(AGAINST SCI, SCI CALIFORNIA, EDEN MEMORIAL PARK MANAGEMENT CO., EDEN

MEMORIAL PARK ASSOCIATION, EDEN MEMORIAL PARKA CALIFORNIA BUSINESS

ENTITY AND DOES 1-100)

6 112. Plaintiffs restate and re-allege each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1

7 through 77 above as if fully set forth herein.

8 113. Ibis count is brought pursuant to the Consumer Legal Remedies Act, Civil Code

9

10

11

sections 1740, et seq. ("CLRA"). Plaintiffs bring this action on their own behalf and on behalfof each

Class Member, all of whom are similarly situated consumers within the meaning of Civil Code §

1781.

12 114. California Civil Code § l770(a)(14) provides that it is unlawful for any person in a

13 transaction that results in the sale of goods or services to a consumer to represent "that a transaction

14 confers or involves rights, remedies, or obligations which it does not have or involve, or which are

15 prohibited by law."

16 115. Defendants' practices described above violated California Civil Code § l770(a)(l4).

17 116. On or about September 18, 2009, Sands, on behalf of himself and the Class, sent, by

18

19

20

21

22

certified registered mail return receipt requested, a notice and demand pursuant to California Civil

Code § 1782 of the CLRA requesting that Defendants rectify these unlawful practices. A true and

accurate copy of Sands' letter to SCI is attached hereto as Exhibit "A." Defendants did not provide

the requested remedies. Accordingly, Plaintiffs and the Class may now seek damages under the

CLRA.

23 117. Pursuant to Civil Code § 1780(1)-(3), Plaintiffs and each Class Member seek from

24 Defendant an order enjoining the patterns and practices described above.

25 118. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant's violation of the CLRA, Plaintiffs and

26 each Class Member suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial.

27 119. Defendants undertook the aforesaid illegal acts intentionally or with conscious

28 disregard of the rights of Plaintiffs and the Class, and did so with fraud, oppression and/or malice.
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This despicable conduct subjected Plaintiffs and the Class to cruel and unjust hardship so as to justify

an award of punitive damages in an amount sufficient to deter such wrongful conduct in the future.

Therefore, Plaintiffs and the Class are also entitled to punitive damages against Defendant in an

amount to be determined at trial.

SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY

(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS INCLUDING DOES 1 THROUGH 100)

8 120. Plaintiffs restate and re-allege each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1

9 through 77 above as if fully set forth herein.

10 121. By reason of the trust and confidence Plaintiffs and the Class placed in Defendants, and

11 based on the facts set forth above, Defendants owed Plaintiffs and the Class a fiduciary duty of loyalty

12 and a duty to act in the utmost good faith in all aspects of their ownership, operation, and management

13 of Eden Memorial Park. Further, at all relevant times, Defendants served as the agents of Plaintiffs

14 and the Class as a result of Defendants agreeing to carry out Plaintiffs' and the Class' statutory duties

IS to properly bury and care for their loved ones under California law. At all relevant times, this

16 agency/fiduciary relationship existed in part for the purpose of relieving Plaintiffs and the Class of

17 their obligations to (i) personally prepare their loved ones' remains for burial; (ii) properly bury their

18 loved ones' remains; and (iii) ensure that their loved ones' remains continued to be properly interred

19 and cared for.

20 122.

21 forth above.

22 123.

Defendants breached their duties to Plaintiffs and the Class by committing the acts set

As a direct and proximate result of the breach of fiduciary duties owed to Plaintiffs and

23 the Class, Plaintiffs and the Class have suffered economic and non-economic damages in an amount to

24 be proven at trial.

25 124. Defendants undertook the aforesaid illegal acts intentionally or with conscious

26 disregard of the rights of Plaintiffs and the Class, and did so with fraud, oppression and/or malice.

27 This despicable conduct subjected Plaintiffs and the Class to cruel and unjust hardship so as to justify

28 an award of punitive damages in an amount sufficient to deter such wrongful conduct in the future.
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Therefore, Plaintiffs and the Class are also entitled to punitive damages against Defendants in an

amount to be determined at trial.

EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR EOUITABLEIINJUNCTIVE RELIEF

(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS INCLUDING DOES 1 THROUGH 100)

6 125. Plaintiffs restate and re-allege each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1

7 through 77 above as if fully set forth herein.

8 126. Plaintiffs and the Class request equitable and injunctive relief to ascertain the location

9 and disposition of the remains of their family members and/or other decedents, and to prevent the

10 further immoral and/or unlawful practices described herein.

11 127. Injunctive relief is in the public interest. The proper disposition of human remains is

12 sacred and extremely important and the public has a strong interest in insuring that these matters are

13 conducted properly.

14 128. The foregoing injunction is appropriate because, among other reasons, it is necessary to

15 insure that Class' family members and other decedents are properly laid to rest.

16 129. Equity supports the requested injunctive relief because Defendants committed the acts

17 described above.

18 130. As a direct and proximate result of the aforementioned wrongful acts and omissions of

19

20

Defendants, Plaintiffs and the Class are uncertain as to the location and disposition of their family

members' remains and/or the remains ofother decedents.

21 131. Plaintiffs and those similarly situated are subject to irreparable harm. Specifically, the

22 severe mental distress suffered by Plaintiffs and the Class caused by Defendants' conduct cannot and

23 will not be abated without the requested injunction.

24 132. Plaintiffs and the Class have no adequate remedy at law. Without the requested relief

25 they will not be able to ascertain the disposition of their family members and abate their mental

26 suffering.

27 133. Plaintiffs request a permanent injunction that requires, among other things, that

28 Defendants fund a court supervised program that provides for surveying, testing, monitoring and
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1 studying of the cemetery and disturbed remains to ascertain the disposition of the subject remains and to

2 insuretheir proper disposition.

3

4

5

6

NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR VIOLATIONS OF BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS

CODE § 17500, ET. SEQ.

(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS INCLUDING DOES 1 THROUGH 100)

7 134. Plaintiffs restate and re-al1ege each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1

8 through 67,70 through 77 and 121 through 124 above as if fully set forth herein.

9 135. As a solicitation to Plaintiffs and the Class to patronize the products and/or services

10 provided by Defendants, and as a material part thereof, Defendants made various representations to

11 Plaintiffs and the Class, including but not limited to, that the remains of loved ones would be handled

12 in a dignified and respectful manner. The representations appeared habitually in written documents

13 which were, on information and belief, provided to Plaintiffs and the Class, as well as were located on

14 the website of Defendants, and were made in other written forms. In making representations to

15 Plaintiffs and the Class, Defendants concealed and failed to disclosure their true practices as outlined

16 above. The representations and/or failures to disclose by Defendants were made as part of a

17 continuing scheme and were part of an ongoing campaign to falsify, mislead as to, or otherwise

18 unlawfully advertise the products or services of Defendants. See In re Tobacco II Cases, 46 Cal. 4th

19 298 (2009).

20 136. Plaintiffs and the Class are informed and believe the affmnative representations made

21 by Defendants were false when made as Defendants did not believe them to be true when they were

22 made and/or the representations were made with a reckless disregard as to truthfulness. As alleged

23 above, it was also the policy, practice, and intended program of Defendants to act mishandle human

24 remains. Indeed, as outlined above, Defendants were already engaging in undignified and

25 disrespectful acts and were instructing their employees to continue those practices. Furthermore, in

26 addition to the representations of Defendants being false, the representations were also misleading as

27 they failed to disclose the ongoing and rampant practices of Defendants in mistreating Protective

28 Vaults, burial plots and human remains. Plus, they failed to disclose the ongoing and rampant
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1 practices whereby Defendants were intentionally and/or recklessly leaving insufficient space between

2 burial plots, and that Defendants had a pattern and practicing of intentionally damaging and/or

3 breaking Protective Vaults and then disposing of the human remains originally placed therein. At all

4 times, Defendants knew, but failed to disclose, the above, despite the facts that these acts were

5 happening weekly or more frequently for years.

6 137. Defendants fraudulently failed to disclose that if Plaintiffs and the Class, and their

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

family members, purchased a plot at Eden Memorial Park there was a substantial risk that the

Protective Vault and human remains interred therein will be disturbed and/or broken when Defendants

attempted to inter or disinter an individual in the adjacent plot, due to the insufficient spacing between

burial plots at Eden Memorial Park. Defendants further fraudulently concealed, and failed to disclose,

that if Plaintiffs' and the Class' family member's Protective Vault was disturbed or broken, there was

a substantial risk that their remains would falls out and be discarded, and done so without any

disclosure to Plaintiffs and the Class. All of this was contrary to the representations that the handling

of the bodies would be dignified.

15 138. As a result of the fiduciary relationship and the relationship of trust and confidence

16 between Plaintiffs and the Class, on the one hand, and the Defendants, on the other hand, the

17 materiality of the information, the fact that the information was solely within Defendants' knowledge

18 and could not be discovered by Plaintiffs and the Class, and/or as a result of the business operated by

19 Defendants, including the various licenses they were required to hold, Defendants owed numerous

20 duties to Plaintiffs and the Class to provide candid, honest, and forthright communications to

21 Plaintiffs, including as to the conditions of the burial plots, the conditions of the loved ones interred in

22 burial plots, any disturbances within individual or collective burial plots, and the overall practices and

23 procedures engaged in by Defendants to maintain the property and burial plots in question.

24 Defendants also had a duty to disclose this information because they made affirmative statements that

25 were misleading without the disclosure of this information, including but not limited to habitual

26 representations that they would treat decedent's with dignity, respect and the utmost care.

27 Nonetheless, in defiance of these duties, Defendants engaged in repeated acts of false advertising and

28 wrongful conduct as outlined above to the material detriment of Plaintiffs and which was contrary to
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1 these representations and the impression they were intending to portray to the public.

2 139. Defendants' advertising alleged herein was committed with the intent to directly or

3

4

5

6

7

indirectly mislead Plaintiffs, the Class and the public and in fact was untrue and/or misleading and

likely to deceive Plaintiff, the Class and the public. In making and disseminating the statement(s)

herein alleged, Defendants knew, or by the exercise of reasonable care should have known, that the

statement(s) was/were untrue or misleading and so acted in violation of Business and Professions

Code Section 17500.

8 140. Unless restrained by this court, Defendants will continue to engage in untrue and

9 misleading advertising, as alleged above, in violation of Business and Professions Code Section

10 17500. Plaintiffs and the Class have no adequate remedy at law in that unless restrained Defendants

II will continue to engage in untrue and misleading advertising, as alleged above, in violation of

12 Business and Professions Code Section 17500.

13 141. Plaintiffs and the Class suffered material loss of money and property as a result of the

14 false advertising engaged in by Defendants by virtue of the loss of the value of the fees and/or other

15 monies paid to Defendants, which Plaintiffs and the Class would not have paid had they known of the

16 false advertising engaged in by Defendants. Plaintiffs and the Class have also suffered material

17 emotional distress and other damage due to the false advertising conduct by Defendants. The material

18 loss was caused directly by the acts of Defendants in false advertising the products/services in

19 question as otherwise Plaintiffs and the Class would never have patronized the business of

20 Defendants, nor would they have paid fees or continued to patronize the business in question.

21

22

23

TENTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR FRAUD/CONCEALMENTINON-DISCLOSURE

(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS INCLUDING DOES 1 THROUGH 100)

24 142. Plaintiffs restate and re-allege each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1

25 through 77,121 through 124 and 135 to 141 above as if fully set forth herein.

26 143. Defendants uniformly represented and promised that they would treat decedents buried

27 at Eden Memorial park with dignity, respect and the utmost care. Defendants intentionally, recklessly,

28 and/or negligently represented, concealed and/or failed to disclose the material and contrary facts set
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

forth above. Defendants' representations described above were thus false. The true facts include that

(a) there was a substantial risk that Defendants would disturb, damage and/or break Protective Vaults

when digging adjacent graves; (b) damaging and/or breaking Protective Vaults can cause the

deceased's remains to fall out of a Protective Vault; (c) in such situations, there is a substantial risk

that the bones and other human remains will be discarded by the groundskeepers in the Cemetery

Dump; and (d) Defendants have intentionally and negligently damaged and/or broken Protective

Vaults and thrown away bones and other remains in the past. Defendants' statements and omissions

were made with the intent to deceive Plaintiffs and the Class.

9 144. Moreover, when Defendants broke and/or disturbed a Protective Vault and/or threw

10

11

away bones, Defendants did not adequately disclose the facts and information relating to Defendants'

conduct to Plaintiffs or the Class.

12 145. Plaintiffs and the Class, at the time these representations were made by the Defendant

13 and at the time the Plaintiffs and the Class took the actions herein alleged, were ignorant of the falsity

14 of the Defendants' representations and believed them to be true. Plaintiffs and the Class relied on

15 Defendants' representations and had Plaintiffs and the Class known of the known the actual facts, .

16 Plaintiffs and the Class would not have taken the actions they did, including but not limited to

17 purchasing property and funeral related services at Eden Memorial Park and entrusting Defendants

18 with the remains of their loves ones. Plaintiffs and the Class' reliance on the Defendants

19 representations was justified.

20 146. Defendants' concealments and non-disclosure of material facts as set forth above were

21

22

made with the intent to induce the Plaintiffs and the Class to act in the manner herein alleged in

reliance thereon.

23 147. Plaintiffs and the Class, at the time these failures to disclose and suppressions of facts

24 occurred, and at the time the Plaintiffs and the Class took the actions herein alleged, were ignorant of

25 the existence of the facts that the Defendants suppressed and failed to disclose. If the Plaintiffs and the

26 Class had known of Defendants' concealments and failures to disclose material facts, they would not

27 have taken the actions they did, including but not limited to purchasing property, funeral services and

28 burial services at Eden Memorial Park and entrusting Defendants with the remains of their loves ones.
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1 Plaintiffs and the Class' reliance was justified and reasonable as they had no basis to doubt the

2 original representations made to them, nor did they have reason to believe they were being mislead or

3 material facts were being concealed from them.

4 148. As a direct and proximate result of the above Plaintiffs and the Class have suffered

5 economic and non-economic damages in an amount to be proven at trial.

6 149. Defendants undertook the aforesaid illegal acts intentionally or with conscious

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

disregard of the rights of Plaintiffs and the Class, and did so with fraud, oppression and/or malice.

This despicable conduct subjected Plaintiffs and the Class to cruel and unjust hardship so as to justify

an award of punitive damages in an amount sufficient to deter such wrongful conduct in the future.

Therefore, Plaintiffs and the Class are also entitled to punitive damages against Defendants in an

amount to be determined at trial.

ELEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR CONTIN1JING NUISANCE

(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS JNCLUDJNG DOES 1 THROUGH 100)

15 150. Plaintiffs restate and re-allege each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1

16 through 77 above as if fully set forth herein.

17 151. Plaintiffs and the Class have a property right and interest in the plots they and/or their

18 loved ones have purchased at Eden Memorial Park, in the burial containers therein (e.g. Protective

19 Vaults and caskets), and in the human remains of their loved ones.

20 152. The property of Plaintiffs and the Class is located at Eden Memorial Park, which is

21 owned, managed, used, maintained and operated by Defendants.

22 153. Defendants' activities in routinely disturbing and damaging Protective Vaults when

23 digging new graves, disinterring existing graves and/or driving with a tractor over existing graves

24 without precautions to prevent the breaking of Protective Vaults, constitntes a nuisance within the

25 meaning of Section 3479 of the Civil Code, in that it is injurious to health, obstructs the free use of

26 property, and/or interferes with the comfortable enjoyment oflife or property.

27 154. Defendants' activities in routinely disturbing and damaging Protective Vaults when

28 digging new graves, disinterring existing graves and/or driving with a tractor over existing graves
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

without precautions to prevent the breaking of Protective Vaults, is a continuing private and public

nuisance in that it (a) is injurious to health, obstructs the free use of property, and/or interferes with the

comfortable enjoyment of life or property and (b) can be abated or discontinued if ownership,

management, use, maintenance and/or operation of Eden Memorial Park is handled appropriately,

which likely will require appointment of a receiver. Defendants, and each of them, were on actual and

constructive notice of the damage caused by the nuisance, and through and during this class action

lawsuit Plaintiffs have requested its abatement, but Defendants, and each of them, have refused, and

continue to refuse to abate the nuisance. Nonetheless, Defendants, and each of them, have threatened

to and will, unless restrained by this court, continue to maintain the nuisance and continue the acts

complained of, and each and every act has been, and will be, without the consent, against the will, and

in violation of the rights of Plaintiffs and the Class. The nuisance affects, at the same time, a

considerable number of persons, but it causes special injury to Plaintiffs because, among other things,

they have purchased property and/or funeral related services at Eden Memorial Park and/or their loved

ones are interred at Eden Memorial Park.

155. An ordinary person would be unreasonably annoyed or disturbed by the conditions

16 described herein, and Plaintiffs and the Class did not consent to Defendants' conduct.

17

18

19

Class.

156. Defendants conduct was a substantial factor in causing the harm to Plaintiffs and the

157. As a proximate result of the nuisance created by the Defendants, and each of them,

20 Plaintiffs and the Class have been, and will be, damaged in an amount to be proven at trial.

21 158. As a further proximate result of the nuisances, the value of the property of Plaintiffs

22 and Class has been d;m;n; shed in an amount to be proven at trial. Unless the nuisance is abated, the

23 property of Plaintiffs and the Class will be progressively further diminished in value.

24 159. As a further proximate result of the nuisance created by Defendants, and each of them,

25 Plaintiffs and the Class have been hurt and injured in their health, strength, and activity, sustaining

26 injury to their nervous system and person, all of which injuries have caused, and continue to cause,

27 Plaintiffs and the Class great mental, physical, and nervous pain and suffering. As a result of such

28 injuries, Plaintiffs and the Class have suffered general damages in an amount according to proof.
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1 160. Unless Defendants, and each of them, are restrained by order of this court, it will be

2 necessary for Plaintiffs and the Class to commence many successive actions against Defendants, and

3 each of them, to secure compensation for damages sustained by the continuing nuisance described

4 herein, thus requiring a multiplicity of suits, and Plaintiffs and the Class will be daily threatened with

5 the harm resulting from the continuing nuisance described herein.

6 161. Unless Defendants, and each of them, are enjoined from continuing their course of

7

8

9

10

conduct, Plaintiffs and the Class will suffer irreparable injury, including but not limited to the fact that

the usefulness and economic value of the property of Plaintiffs and the Class will be substantially

diminished and Plaintiffs and the Class will be deprived of the comfortable enjoyment of their

property.

11 162. Plaintiffs and the Class have no plain, speedy, or adequate remedy at law, and

12 injunctive relief is expressly authorized by Sections 526 and 731 ofthe Code ofCivil Procedure.

13 163. In maintaining the nuisance, Defendants, and each of them, are acting with full

14 knowledge of the consequences and damage being caused to Plaintiffs and the Class, and their conduct

15 is willful, oppressive and malicious; accordingly, Plaintiff and the Class are entitled to punitive

16 damages against Defendants, and each ofthem.

17

18

19

TWELFTH CAUSE OF ACTION FOR PERMANENT NUISANCE

(AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS INCLUDING DOES 1 THROUGH 100)

20 164. Plaintiffs restate and re-allege each and every allegation contained in paragraphs 1

21 through 77 above as if fully set forth herein.

22 165. Plaintiffs and the Class have a property right and interest in the plots they and/or their

23 loved ones have purchased at Eden Memorial Park, in the burial containers therein (e.g. Protective

24 Vaults and caskets), and in the human remains of their loved ones.

25 166. The property of Plaintiffs and the Class is located at Eden Memorial Park, which is

26 owned, managed, used, maintained and operated by Defendants.

27 167. Defendants' actions in throwing away bones, burying them on the cemetery premises,

28 and/or placing new internments on top of human remains constitutes a nuisance within the meaning of
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1 Section 3479 of the Civil Code, in that it is injurious to health, obstructs the free use of property,

2 and/or interferes with the comfortable enjoyment of life or property.

3 168. Defendants' actions in throwing away bones and burying them on the cemetery

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

premises, and placing new internments on top of human remains, is a permanent private and public

nuisance in that it (a) is injurious to health, obstructs the free use ofproperty, and/or interferes with the

comfortable enjoyment of life or property and (b) is of such a character that it will presumably

continue indefinitely and, as a practical matter, cannot be abated. The nuisance affects, at the same

time, a considerable number of persons, including individuals who own property at Eden Memorial

Park, but it causes special injury to the Jacob Plaintiffs because, among other things, they have

purchased property at Eden Memorial Park in "Jacob" and/or in that their loved ones are interred at

Eden Memorial Park in "Jacob."

12 169. An ordinary person would be unreasonably annoyed or disturbed by the conditions

13 described herein, and Plaintiffs and the Class did not consent to Defendants' conduct.

14 170. Defendants conduct was a substantial factor in causing the harm to Plaintiffs and the

15 Class.

16 171. As a proximate result of the nuisance created by the Defendants, and each of them,

17 Plaintiffs and the Class have been.

18 172. As a further proximate result of the nuisances, the value of the property of Plaintiffs

19 and Class has been diminished in an amount to be proven at trial.

20 173. As a further proximate result of the nuisance created by Defendants, and each of them,

21 Plaintiffs and the Class have been hurt and injured in their health, strength, and activity, sustaining

22 injury to their nervous system and person, all of which injuries have caused, and continue to cause,

23 Plaintiffs and the Class great mental, physical, and nervous pain and suffering. As a result of such

24 injuries, Plaintiffs and the Class have suffered general damages in an amount according to proof.

25 174. In maintaining the nuisance, Defendants, and each of them, are acting with full

26 knowledge of the consequences and damage being caused to Plaintiffs and the Class, and their conduct

27 is willful, oppressive and malicious; accordingly, Plaintiff and the Class are entitled to punitive

28 damages against Defendants, and each of them.
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WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs prays for judgment against Defendants, and each of them, as follows:

1

2

3

4

5 a.

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

.ON THE FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

An Order certifying that the action be maintained as a class action under California

6 Code of Civil Procedure § 382;

7

8

b.

c.

An injunction precluding the wrongful conduct described herein.

For damages in an amount greater than $500 million, with the exact amount to be

9 proven at trial;

10 d. For restitution of monies paid for property, funeral services and burial services, in an

11 amount greater than $400 million, with the exact amount to be proven at trial;

12 e. For punitive damages in an amount sufficient to punish the Defendants and to deter

13 them from engaging in wrongful conduct in the future;

14

15

16

17

18

19

f.

g.

h.

a.

For pre and post judgment interest and costs of suit incurred herein;

For attorneys' fees incurred herein; and

For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.

ON THE SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

An Order certifying that the action be maintained as a class action under California

20 Code of Civil Procedure § 382;

21

22

b.

c.

An injunction precluding the wrongful conduct described herein.

For damages in an amount greater than $500 million, with the exact amount to be

23 proven at trial;

24 d. For restitution of monies paid for property, funeral services and burial services, in an

25 amount greater than $400 million, with the exact amount to be proven at trial;

26 e. For punitive damages in an amount sufficient to punish the Defendants and to deter

27 them from engaging in wrongful conduct in the future;

28 f. For pre and post judgment interest and costs of suit incurred herein;
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ON THE FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION

proven at trial;

proven at trial;

Code of Civil Procedure § 382;

For such other and further relief as the Court may deernjust and proper.

For attorneys' fees incurred herein; and

ON THE TIllRD CAUSE OF ACTION

a. An Order certifying that the action be maintained as a class action under California

g.

h.

a An Order certifying that the action be maintained as a class action under California

h. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.

amount greater than $400 million, with the exact amount to be proven at trial;

e. For punitive damages in an amount sufficient to punish the Defendants and to deter

them from engaging in wrongful conduct in the future;

f. For pre and post judgment interest and costs of suit incurred herein;

g. For attorneys' fees incurred herein; and

d. For restitution of monies paid for property, funeral services and burial services, in an

b. An injunction precluding the wrongful conduct described herein.

c. For damages in an amount greater than $500 million, with the exact amount to be

Code of Civil Procedure § 382;

b. An injunction precluding the wrongful conduct described herein.

c. For damages in an amount greater than $500 million, with the exact amount to be

d. For restitution of monies paid for property, funeral services, and burial services, in an

amount greater than $400 million, with the exact amount to be proven at trial;

e. For punitive damages in an amount sufficient to punish the Defendants and to deter

them from engaging in wrongful conduct in the future;

f. For pre and post interest and costs of suit incurred herein;

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28
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g. For attorneys' fees incurred herein; and

h. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.

1

2

3

4 ON THE FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION

5 a. An Order certifying that the action be maintained as a class action under California

6 Code ofCivil Procedure § 382;

7 b. An injunction precluding the wrongful conduct described herein.

8 c. For restitution of monies paid for property, funeral services, and burial services, in an

9 amount greater than $400 million, with the exact amount to be proven at trial;

10 d. For disgorgement of wrongful profits into a cy pres fund;

11 e. An award of suitable equitable and declaratory relief;

12 f. For pre and post interest and costs of suit incurred herein;

13 g. For attorneys' fees incurred herein; and

14 h. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.

15

16 ON THE SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION

17 a. An Order certifying that the action be maintained as a class action under California

18 Civil Code § 1781; and

19 b. An injunction precluding the wrongful conduct described herein.

20 c. For damages in an amount greater than $500 rnillion, with the exact amount to be

21 proven at trial;

22 d. For restitution of monies paid for property, funeral services and burial services, in an

23 amount greater than $400 million, with the exact amount to be proven at trial;

24 e. For punitive damages in an amount sufficient to punish the Defendants and to deter

25 them from engaging in wrongful conduct in the future;

26 f. For pre and post judgment interest and costs of suit incurred herein;

27 g. For attorneys' fees incurred herein; and

28 h. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

ON THE SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

a. An Order certifying that the action be maintained as a class action under California

Code of Civil Procedure § 382;

b. An injunction precluding the wrongful conduct described herein.

c. For damages in an amount greater than $500 million, with the exact amount to be

proven at trial;

d. For restitution of monies paid for property, funeral services and burial services, in an

amount greater than $400 million, with the exact amount to be proven at trial;

e. For punitive damages in an amount sufficient to punish the Defendants and to deter

them from engaging in wrongful conduct in the future;

f. For pre and post judgment interest and costs of suit incurred herein;

g. For attorneys' fees incurred herein; and

h. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.

ON THE EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION

a. An Order certifying that the action be maintained as a class action under California

Civil Code § 1781 and/or California Code of Civil Procedure § 382;

b. An injunction precluding the wrongful conduct described herein.

c. For damages in an amount greater than $500 million, with the exact amount to be

proven at trial;

d. For restitution of monies paid for property, funeral services and burial services, in an

amount greater than $400 million, with the exact amount to be proven at trial;

e. For punitive damages in an amount sufficient to punish the Defendants and to deter

them from engaging in wrongful conduct in the future;

f. For pre and post judgment interest and costs of suit incurred herein;

g. For attorneys' fees incurred herein; and

h. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.
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1 ON THE NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION

2 a. An Order certifying that the action be maintained as a class action under California

3 Civil Code § 1781 and/or California Code of Civil Procedure § 382;

4 b. An injunction precluding the wrongful conduct described herein.

5 c. For restitution of monies paid for property, funeral services and burial services, in an

6 amount greater than $400 million, with the exact amount to be proven at trial;

7 d. For pre and post judgment interest and costs of suit incurred herein;

8 e. For attorneys' fees incurred herein;

9 f. For disgorgement of wrongful profits into a cy pres fund; and

10 g. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.

II

12 ON THE TENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

13 a. An Order certifying that the action be maintained as a class action under CalifomiaCode

14 ofCivilProcedure§ 382;

15 b. An injunction precluding the wrongful conduct described herein.

16 c. For damages in an amount greater than $500 million, with the exact amount to be

17 proven at trial;

18 d. For restitution of monies paid for property, funeral services and burial services, in an

19 amount greater than $400 million, with the exact amount to be proven at trial;

20 e. For punitive damages in an amount sufficient to punish the Defendants and to deter

21 them from engaging in wrongful conduct in the future;

22 f. For pre and post judgment interest and costs of snit incurred herein;

23 g. For attorneys' fees incurred herein; and

24 h. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.

25

26

27

28
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1 ON THE ELEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION

2 a. An Order certifying that the action be maintained as a class action under California Code

3 of CivilProcedure § 382;

4 b. An injunction precluding the wrongful conduct described herein.

5 c. For damages in an amount greater than $500 million, with the exact amount to be

6 proven at trial;

7 d. For restitution of monies paid for property, funeral services and burial services, in an

8 amount greater than $400 million, with the exact amount to be proven at trial;

9 e. For punitive damages in an amount sufficient to punish the Defendants and to deter

10 them from engaging in wrongful conduct in the future;

11 f. For pre and post judgment interest and costs of suit incurred herein;

12 g. For attorneys' fees incurred herein; and

13 h. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.

14

15 ON THE TWELFTH CAUSE OF ACTION

16 a. An Order certifying that the action be maintained as a class action under CalifomiaCode

17 of CivilProcedure § 382;

18 b. For damages in an amount greater than $500 million, with the exact amount to be

19 proven at trial;

20 c. For restitution of monies paid for property, funeral services and burial services, in an

21 amount greater than $400 million, with the exact amount to be proven at trial;

22 d. For punitive damages in an amount sufficient to punish the Defendants and to deter

23 them from engaging in wrongful conduct in the future;

24 e. For pre and post judgment interest and costs of suit incurred herein;

25

26

27

28
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f. For attorneys' fees incurred herein; and

g. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.

Plaintiff demands a trial by jury on all causes so triable.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Dated: Apri130, 2010 EAGAN O'MALLEY & AVENATTI, LLP

Br.1!hdiwfif~
MICHAEL J. AYEN I

Attorneys for Plaintiff . Charles Sands, on behalf of
himself and all others similarly situated

DEMAND FOR TRIAL BY JURY

IS
Dated: Apri130, 2010

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

EAGAN O'MALLEY & AVENATTI, LLP

By:1JJt1jlJ,ai! ~!l#A~
MICHAEL J. AVEN I

Attorneys for Plaintiff F. Charles Sands, on behalf of
himself and all others similarly situated
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Exhibit A



EAGAN
O'MALLEY s,
AVENATTI LLP

M!caAI!LJ AVIlNAm,1!SQ.
450Newport CenterDr.,2"Floor
Nowport13each, CA92660
mavenatti@eoa1aw.oom
T; (949) 7067000
F:(949) 7067050

September18,2009

VIA CER'f!FIED :M.AJL.RlliTf!RN RECEIPT REQlJl;Sl'ED

SCI CALlFORNIAFUNERAL SERVICES, INC.
SERVICE CORPORATIONJNTERNATIONAL
do EPBNlV1EMORlALPARK
11500 SepulvedaBoulevard
MissionHilis, CA91345

R.c: Violations ofthe CalifurniaCoDS1lIIler Legal Remedies Act

To Whom It MayConcern;

We represent F. ClwIes Sands and a class of Califomiaconsumers who purchasedplots
and/or who have family members burled at Eden Memorial. Patk, a Jewishcemetery located at
11500Sepulveda BlvdinMissionHi.l1s, Califurnia, whichyou own,oper~ and/ormanage.

As )'QU are nodoubt aware, furapproximawly thelast fifteen yearn, you.have engaged, and
continue to engage, in a pattern and practice at EdenM=rlal Park of disturbing and breaking
concreteinteonent.vaultsand thendumping and/ordisClltding thehumanremains that fall outofthe
broken vault. This occura because, among other reasons, you do not provide sufficient space
between plots to properly interlndividuaIs in adjacentplots. Asa result, whengro1lllllskeepelll dig a
new gravethey routinely breakthe concrete vaultsin theadjacent plots to makeroom fur the new
grave, Tb.ls exposes thehumanremainsburled in theadjacent plots,and such remains oftenfallout
ofthe broken. vaultonlytothenbe discardedby youremployees, Ourinvestigationhas determined
that managers would insImct groum1sk:eepers to: (l) intentionally break concrete vaults to make
room fur the newplots; and(2.) discard the humanremains that:full outof thebrokenvault in either
a separate locationof the cemeteryor tl'ash bins. :Employees were further instructed 10 conceal
these facts fu:nnillmilymembers ofthedecedents and thepublio.

When selling bprlal plots10customers, youhaveroutinelyandconsistentlymisrepresented
and failed to·disclose to customers that there is a substantial risk that their burial vaults (or their
family membec'sburial vaults)will bedisturbed and brokenwhenEdenMemorial Park attempts

. to dig" a gravein the adjacent plot due tp the tight spaceconstraints atEden MemorialPark. You
have further fraudulently misrepresented and failed 10disclose yourpracticeofdiscardinghuman
remains that :full out ofbrokenvaults.This infbrmatlon is highly material, and Mr. Sandsand the
Class Members wouldnot have purchasedplots at Eden MemorialPark if these risks had been

LOS ANGELES· SAN FRANOISOO • ORANGE COUNTY

. WWW.EOALAW.OOM
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fully and completelydisclosed.

The above-described fraI+duient and unconscionable practices violate, among other lsws,
the ConsUIIWl: Legal Remedies Act (the "CLM"), including, but not limited to subsections (14)
and (19) of 1hfl California Civil Code Section 1770(1'). Further details of these wrongful
practicesareset forlh in theattached ClassActionAmended Complaint, whichyou have already
received.

Pursuant to Califomia Civil Code Section 1782(0), we demand the following corrective
actions:

(1) Yon will identify all burial vaults at Eden Memorial Park thathave been
damaged, broken or disturbed by way of an independent examiner
employing widelyaccepted methods of testing (stWh as "tapping"). Yon
will then notify all knownfamily members of the decedents whoseburial
vaults havebeen'damaged,broken ordisturbed,

(2) Yon will identify all indiv:idml1s burled at EdenMemorial Park whohave
bad their remains moved, disturbed ordiscarded by your employees. Y011

will. then notify all known fatni1y members of the decedents iden.iified
through thisprocess.

(3) . You will identify all pre-soM burial plots at Eden Memorial Park for
which there is not snfficient spece to safely dig a new grave without
risking damage to adjacent burial vaults. Yon will then notify all
customePl who purchased said plots and provide them with the optionof
re~vinga complete refund of all moneys paid (with interest) and/or the
option of selecting a new burial plot. If the pre-sold plot is nm to
deceased familymembers,suchcustomers will have fueoptionofkeeping
the plot so long as Eden Memorial Park receives written authorization
:frotn the family members' of the decedents in the adjaofmt plots. In such
instances, an indepencteJit examiner will overseethe digging of the grave
to ensure that the adjacent burialvaults are DOt disturbed and that Edeu
M<mloriaI Park 'complies withall applicable laws, regulations andJewish
burialrituals. In the eventthatthe adjacent burial vaultsneedto be moved
or adjusted, then Eden Memo.dal Park will incur all costs necessary to
move the burial vaults and wll1 comply with all applicable laws,
regulations and Jewlsh burialrituals. Thisprocesswill alsobe supeJ:Vised
by an Independent examiner.

(4) Yonwill identiJY allplots locatedinareas()fthe cemeteryin whichhuman
remains were discarded. You wI1l then notify all owners of the plots
mor family membersof decedents buried in said plots. Wjthrespect to
pre-sold plots, you will provide a fu1l refbnd with interest of all amounts
paid for said plots. Withrespects toplotswheredecedents are buried, yon
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willpay tOO cost to movethe decedent to a nIM locationat EdenMemorial
Parkor a- new cemeteryat the option of tOO decedent's fumily members.

(5) You will re-plot the cemetery so that there is sufficient space between
plots to ensure that the digging of new graves will not dillturb adjacent
burialvaults.

(6) Yonwill notify all persons who purchased plots at Eden Memorial Park,
Or family membersof decedents who are burled at BdenMemorialPatk,
(}f the allegations in this letter and attached Class Action Amended
complaint.

(J) Upon request, you will provide a full refund with interestof all amounts
paid by arry customer or flmu1y member ofa decedent whopurchaseda
plot at Eden Memorial Park without being advised that there was a
substantial risk that their burial vaults (or their family member's burial
vaults) will be disturbed and broken when Eden Memorial Park attempts
to dig a gravein the adjaoentplotdue to the tight spaceconstraints atEden
Memorial Park, .

(8) Upon request from a decedent's fumily members, you will pay all costs
necessary to move the decedent to a new cemetery if so desired by the
decedent's familymembers.

(9) Yau will compensate all affi>cted individuals fur all damages sufferedas a
result ofyour ebove-described wrongful practices,

(10) Yon will cease engaging in tlu; wrongful practices described itt this letter
and the attached Class ActionAmandedComplaint.

(11) Yon will consent to the appointment of a receiver to oversee and manage
all aspectsofEden MemorialPark.

In accordancewithCaliforniaCivil Code Section 1782(b),please let us know vvithin 30
days if you will provide the above-stated remedies. Pleasebe advised \hat ifyou do not do so,
we will amend the ClassActionComplaintto seek damages and pl:llJitive damages in accordance
with California-Civfi CodeSection1782(0).

YerytrulYYln\fS, f

1!!/~!:..C/~~
EaganO'Malley& Avenatti, LLP
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__________ Sales Receipt -------

Product Bale final

Dasori ption Qt)! Prioe

r

Thank youl

'BIlHI: 1-13192-1-588790-2

Clark, GLORIA
All safes final on ata1llP9 an? postaga.

..

1st Paolcaga 1

<Domestic)

(MISSION HIU-S. eA 91345)

(\islght,O Lb 5.35 06:)

1st Paokaga 1

(I)ome$l:! 0)

<MXSSION MXLLS, cA 91345)

<lialght:O Lb 5.35 OZ)

certifiad 1

Return Ropt 1

Affixed postaga 1

(Mfixe<l AlllOUl1t;$2.07>

Total

Cash

IlI1an9B

$2.07

$2.80

$2.30

($2.07>

$7.17

$20.00

($12.SS)
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